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Summary 
This report in the proEME project contains three sections about prior and current framework conditions, 

perceptions and experiences with daily operations with EVs. 

Section 1 investigates framework conditions in terms of incentives made to increase awareness and 

uptake on the EV market. As an introduction, some of the main framework conditions for EVs were 

examined and followed by research interviews with NGOs in the five comparable countries; Denmark, 

Norway, Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands.  

The main point is that the introduction and withdrawal of attractive policy schemes can affect the EV 

sales numbers, in a negative way. The actions called for by EV NGOs and supporters were in general: 

• Long-term policies to avoid confusions and mistrust towards the future conditions of owning 

and operating an EV 

• Expanding the network of chargers to an extent that is larger than the current and expected 

amount of EVs on the road in the future 

• Smart-infrastructure with roaming leading to easy access regardless of your subscription to a 

certain charging supplier  

Section 2 handles the results of a questionnaire about EVs conducted by MEGAFON with 1,500 

respondents answering questions about their driving patterns, mileages and their perception of the 

current state of EVs in terms of technology readiness, framework conditions and infrastructure. The 

results lead to the following observations: 

• There is a high share of the respondents that stated that they “don’t know” or choose 

“neither/nor” to the subjects presented in the survey 

• Many respondents did not find an EV suitable for their everyday needs, despite choosing a 

respond in a previous question about their daily range that an EV is capable of 

• Half of the respondents were not aware that an EV is cheaper in daily operational costs 

• Respondents living in apartments or another type of accommodation in, or close to the cities 

are more inclined to favour an EV as their 1st car than as a 2nd car or not choosing an EV at all 

compared to respondents living in other types of accommodation 

• The majority (59 %) said that there are too few public chargers, while only very few (4 %) 

disagreed 

Section 3 presents three different cases of experienced users. Eight private EV owners were interviewed 

about owning an EV for a 2nd car purpose in a household. However, as previous research has stated, the 

EV quickly became the first choice favoured over their internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV). The 

ICEV was in many cases subsequently switched to an EV as well. The eight private EV owners are 

followed by interviews with five private companies and four public organisations. The main observations 

are: 

• An increased awareness overall in other environmental and climate challenge related subjects 

leading to an upbringing of their children with the same behaviours 

• A general increase in driving pleasure 

• An increased satisfaction with driving without local emissions and reduced noise 

• That long-term policies are needed to increase awareness and uptake of EVs 

• Authorities in Denmark need to create a better approval system for tow hitch on EVs 

The main conclusion to these three sections had different outcomes, but also presented two main 

observations: 1) Long-term or large-scale policy schemes are required in order to get vehicle owners to 

favour EVs over ICEVs, and 2) More public chargers and smarter-infrastructure are requested prior to 

the EV uptake. 
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Introduction 
The proEME project addresses several aspects of actions and areas to potentially improve conditions for 

electric vehicles (EVs) throughout Europe. The work is based on findings carried out through predefined 

work packages from the project for interpretation and analyses and handles three different areas; 1) 

Framework conditions in five comparable countries, 2) Questionnaire about EV perceptions among the 

Danish population, and 3) Qualitative interviews with experienced EV users in private households, 

private companies and public organisations. 

Building incentives for an increased EV uptake 

A study of the role of the local and national authorities was conducted to examine the introduction of 

policies that either potentially improve or weaken the overall framework conditions for EV end users. 

The three main categories for consideration, when building incentives are; 1) Taxes and subsidies, 2) Cap 

and trade, and 3) Command and control. 

Which policies in Europe have strengthened the incentives to favour an EV over a conventional 

vehicle? 

Initial data of national EV incentives is collected to provide an overview of the extent and numbers of 

incentives in each country. National framework conditions are compared based on these incentives in 

the following comparable countries: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands. To 

define the effects of the incentives, interviews with NGOs with expert knowledge in each of the five 

countries were conducted.  

Looking at the numbers of EVs sold per year in the five countries, it is possible to investigate a potential 

correlation between the introduction and withdrawal of an incentive and the sales numbers. 

Suggestions for coherent policies are subsequently to be defined to support an upcoming growing 

market for EVs. 

 

Figure 1: Percentage of total sales of full electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 
and 2018. [Numbers collected by FIER Automotive & Mobility]. 
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Which parameters serves as leverage for incentives to change end user behaviour and 

technology? 

To support e-mobility policy makings in the dialogue with local and national authorities, the compiled 

examples of current and previous policies are divided into different subcategories:  

• Extent of geographic area (local, regional or national) 

• Duration (short, long or unspecified deadline/until further notice) 

• Extent of economy and units (percentage deduction/exemption, specific amount of money in 

subsidy and/or units)  

How can local incentives increase awareness and lead to national incentives? 

By working with legislators locally with incentives, we can inspire national authorities to adopt 

incentives tailored to involve a whole country.  

Public knowledge and perception of EVs 

To learn more about the challenges regarding EV uptake, the existing incentives are examined by 

investigating the public perception of different subjects related to owning an EV.  

What is the general perception of EVs among the Danish population? 

There are a lot of discussions and ongoing focus regarding EVs. The general perception from the Danish 

population. There is a risk that these perceptions are affected by opinions that occur from time to time 

by different interest groups, potentially creating a deceptive and confusing perception of EVs. This could 

affect the assumptions about the economic, climate and environmental effects – in short, there is a 

challenge to differentiate between the facts and perceptions of facts.  

For the proEME project, MEGAFON conducted a questionnaire with 1500 replies. According to, 

MEGAFON the questionnaire is validated as considerably close to direct representation of the Danish 

population composition. Therefore, the results are the closest possible to a clear image of which areas 

that should be a target to improve the general knowledge, with hard facts about EVs. Actions to be 

considered could be through general communication campaigns about EV myth-busting, EV dialogues 

and events with car dealers offering test runs for inexperienced EV drivers. 

What are the most misconceived topics about an EV and how can it be improved? 

The results of the questionnaire indicate that public information about EVs could change the general 

perception. This is determined by looking at which of the questions and claims in the questionnaire that 

received a high percentage of “don’t know” or “neither-nor” by the respondents, while others may have 

guessed even if they should have chosen “don’t know”. 

A Danish communication group consisting of the government, several NGOs, charging operators and 

suppliers along with car companies contributed to the design of the questionnaire. They have received 

the results for the purpose of being used in communication campaigns addressing misperceptions and 

areas where they think a communication campaign could have an effect.1  

How are private companies and public organisations defining their needs and demands when 

looking to change their fleet to EVs? 

Fleet owners and operators are challenged by their way of using their vehicles for multi-purposed routes 

or generally for longer routes than the current range of an electric van can manage per day. Combined 

with the most common charging effect and time spent on AC chargers, some fleet owners turn away 

from looking at the transition to EVs before they even get started. 

                                                                 
1 Campaign: ”Electrify your car dreams” / “Power up your dream car” (Danish: ”Sæt strøm til din bildrøm”). Link. 

https://www.bildrøm.dk/
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The next challenge is that fleet owners often must pay more money upfront in investment-costs than 

they would have to with a comparable vehicle driven by diesel. This could become a challenge for SMEs 

due to low economic flexibility. However, when comparing the propellants, (electricity vs. diesel), EVs 

are much more cost-effective in operations, service and maintenance costs. Therefore, it comes down to 

the total mileage for each vehicle during the operation period to determine whether the lower costs on 

propellants outweighs the higher investment costs. One way a company might disregard the economic 

concern, is that the motivation to choose an EV does not only come from direct economic savings, but 

by requests from partners or costumers or out of pure interest combined with economic capabilities and 

defined company policies. 

In this section, the different aspects and tools are investigated to find alternative ways for fleet owners 

to look at their needs and demands. One way is to examine at the economic incentives, tax reductions, 

and subsidies, as investigated in the previous section about framework conditions. However, this only 

helps with potential investments of EVs to their fleet; it doesn't eliminate the challenges regarding the 

driving range. These challenges could be addressed by planning and by route optimisation, increasing 

the efficiency within the company, and point out which vehicles in their fleet that could be substituted 

with EVs. Subsequently, the access to public chargers and charging time will be a subject to address. 

Connecting incentives and perceptions to experienced EV users 

While the examining of the incentives and the results from the questionnaire presented overview of the 

current conditions and perceptions of EVs, interviews with experienced EV users serve as knowledge 

ambassadors. The interviews presented a view into how the framework conditions affect EV owners and 

if perceptions in the questionnaire could either be confirmed or rejected by hands-on experience.  

What can we learn from experienced EV users in private households and their change from using an EV 

for 2nd car purposes to 1st car purposes? 

Studies in Northern Europe have proven the potential for replacing ICE cars (internal combustion 

engines) with an EV in two-car households. Evidence shows that EVs becomes the primary everyday car 

and serves as awareness raiser in its surroundings2. Moreover, EVs show positive TCO/business cases for 

commuters, caused by relatively high mileage and predictive mobility patterns. By interviewing EV 

owners in private households, it was possible to get an insight into the potential challenges with 

charging and operating an EV in everyday life.  

The one-to-one interviews with private households, private companies and public organisations - these 

three categories of EV owners serve as a link between partly contributing to public awareness, in 

regards to the perceptions from the questionnaire, and to which incentives that made it attractive for 

these different groups to choose an EV over an ICEV. The interviews also give input to the current state 

of policies introduced or withdrawn providing a view of the framework conditions from the perspective 

of experienced EV users.  

Talking to experienced EV users contributes to the validation of previous studies in Northern Europe, 

suggesting that acquisition of an EV for 2nd car purposes in a household quickly becomes the first choice 

favouring an EV over an ICEV. It gives an insight into more predictive driving patterns than the 

perception by the average driver. An average driver tends to add a higher value to irregular routes than 

the actual share of the total driving distances; e.g. annual trips to visit family members in distant areas 

from home.  

                                                                 
2 Jakobsson, N., Gnann, T., Plötz, P., Sprei, F., & Karlsson, S. (2016). Are multi-car households better suited for battery electric 
vehicles? - Driving patterns and economics in Sweden and Germany. Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, 65, 
1–15. doi: Link 

http://publications.lib.chalmers.se/records/fulltext/232139/local_232139.pdf
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1. Framework conditions 
EV incentives in Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands are examined to give an 

impression of the variety of approaches selected by the compared countries. The EV incentives are 

substantially different in nature. To complement the approaches with local understanding and 

perception, interviews have been performed with various national interest and industry associations 

(NGOs) in each country. In general, all five NGOs work to have an increased EV uptake and a better 

smart-infrastructure on the political agenda in their respective country. 

The NGOs are asked about their opinion to the political incentives within their country, what could be 

done differently and how these changes could affect the existing incentives. The questions were asked 

to gain knowledge and understanding of the participator’s different opinions and considerations. 

The following topics were the main considerations from the five countries: 

• Long-term policies 

• Strong economic incentives 

• The importance of promoting public EV charging infrastructure  

• Choosing an EV should be the easiest option 

To promote the electric vehicle development, there are generally three categories of tools that can be 

used, each with different subcategories. These are:  

1. Taxes and subsidies - Taxes on undesired activities in the society, such as pollution, is an 

effective regulation tool that makes it less attractive to perform polluting activities. An example 

is fuel taxes which are applied in most, if not all European countries. Another example is 

subsidies for renewable energy production, such as solar and wind power. Taxes and subsidies 

can also be applied to the cost of vehicles.  

2. Cap and trade - Cap and trade put a quota on the use of emission of specific applications. The 

quotas can then be traded between actors, so some actors can exceed their quota if they buy 

quotas from other actors. Differences in the cap and trade scheme are mainly how the quotas 

are distributed. Some systems distribute to the state who then auctions the quotas to users, 

some distribute the quotas directly to users for free and some combine the two distribution 

systems.  

3. Command and control - Command & control regulation is the direct regulation of an industry 

or activity by legislation which defines what is permitted and what is illegal. An example is the 

banning of old polluting vehicles from city centres. This method is typically not as economically 

efficient as the other methods of regulation, as there typically will be users who are willing to 

pay more money for their activities, than their activities cost society3. 

All five countries have worked differently with the categories; however, Germany is the only country 

using all three categories. The general observation is, the other four countries believe more in rewards 

than in using control to change behaviour of the citizens to choose an EV over an ICEV. 

In the interview they were asked if the incentives, presented on their government’s webpages, aligned 

with reality and if and to which extent they have been successful. Differences and similarities between 

the countries were established to make a comparative overview in the end of this chapter.  

                                                                 
3 Harrington W., Morgenstern R.D. (2007) Economic Incentives Versus Command and Control: What’s the Best Approach for 
Solving Environmental Problems? In: Visgilio G.R., Whitelaw D.M. (eds) Acid in the Environment. Springer, Boston, MA 
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Norway 

Norway is widely recognised internationally for its larger scale of success in achieving a high uptake of 

EVs. The effort to promote and invest in electrification of the transportation sector started already in 

the early 1990’s. Incentives like long-term legislation, subsidies and requirements have gradually been 

introduced to help stabilising the market4. Norway aims at creating incentives that promote the zero-

emission market which have had a positive development in sales of battery electric vehicles (BEV) and 

plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). 

 

Figure 2: Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles in Norway (BEV and PHEV) 2008-2019 [EAFO] 5. 

Economic Incentives: 

• No purchase/import tax (1990 -) 

• Exemption from 25% VAT on purchase (2001 -) 

• No annual road tax (1996 -) 

• No charges on toll roads or ferries (1997 – 2017) 

• Maximum 50% of the total amount on ferry fares for electrical vehicles (2019) 

• Free municipality parking (1999 – 2017) 

• Parking free for EVs was introduced locally with an upper limit of a maximum 50% of the full 

price (2018 -) 

• Municipal subsidy to setting up a charger if the EV owners live in an apartment 

• Fiscal compensation for the scrapping of fossil vans when converting to a zero-emission van 

(2018) 

Command and control incentives: 

• Access to bus lanes (2005 -) 

• New rules allow local authorities to limit the access to only include EVs that carry one or 

more passengers (2016 -) 

• Allowing holders of driver license class B to drive electric vans class C1 (light lorries) up to 

2450 kg (2019) 

The Norwegian EV Association has more than 20 years of experience with EVs and contribute to the EV 

uptake in Norway. The Norwegian EV Association is an independent organisation working with the 

                                                                 
4 Fremsyn, 2019. Interview with Petter Haugneland, vice-chairman of Norsk Elbilforening. 
5 EAFO, 2018-2019.Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in Norway 2008-2019.Link. 

https://www.eafo.eu/countries/norway/1747/summary
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industry and government to expand the smart-infrastructure. The organisation has more than 75.000 

members; mainly private persons, but also includes some corporate members. 

Petter Haugneland is vice-chairman in The Norwegian EV Association, Norsk Elbilforening. He elaborates 

on how Norway has developed its incentives to accommodate what Norway finds as the future of 

transportation in terms of Norwegian incentives, aims and charging. Petter explains some of the present 

view on why Norway have had so much success in increasing the uptake of EVs. 

The parliament in Norway decided that by 2025, all new cars sold should be either electrical or 

hydrogen. The Norwegian parliament has decided to continue the incentives for zero-emission cars 

locked until the end of 2021, and the sales of EVs in Norway currently continue to increase. After 2021, 

the incentives will be reconsidered and adapted to the developments in the market, Petter says. 

Petter Haugneland explains that one of Norway’s most popular economic incentives is their 50 % rule. 

Their 50 % rule means that an EV owner will never have to pay more than 50 % of the price on parking, 

road pricing, ferry fares etc. compared to the owner of a fossil ICEV. Since 2017, it has been up to the 

local authorities to decide whether EVs should have access to free parking and driving in the bus lanes. 

But the parliament decided that EVs could use ferries, public parking and toll roads, and not charge the 

EVs more than 50 % of what the fossil ICEVs are paying. 

Charging in Norway 

In general, Norway focuses a lot on their charging infrastructure. It is regarded as important that 

charging does not become a negative experience for EV owners. Currently, the country has more than 

10.000 public available charging points. Norway aims at establishing more fast chargers - even if EV 

owners are charging their car at home on a regular basis.  

Norway believes it is an essential thing to have the possibility of fast charging, as the market is 

developing and expanding. The EV Assosciation is also looking into how a smarter way of charging could 

be integrated, says Petter Haugneland.  

It is stated at the website of The Norwegian Union that consumers are willing to pay a higher price for 

the service of fast charging. On average, three times more than they pay for electricity at home (2018)6. 

It is regarded as an obstacle to get a home-charging station in Norway when living in an apartment. 

Citizens can, however, get a parking spot with a charger. The EV owners pay for the chargers 

themselves, but the municipality will give subsidies for the connection to the electrical grid. The goal for 

Norway is to have fast chargers on all main roads. By now, all main roads in Norway, except Lofoten and 

Finnarmar, have successfully installed a fast charger for every 50 kilometres. 

“The polluter pays principle” 

Norway is working hard towards mitigating to climate change. One of their solutions to this is by letting 

the polluters pay more, which essentially makes it more beneficial to drive and invest in a zero- or low-

emission car than a used ICEV e.g. an old diesel car. Therefore, the incentive with “The Polluter Pays 

Principle” occurred in the car tax system7. The higher taxes for high-emission cars pay for lowering the 

taxes low and zero-emission cars – this incentive has meant no loss in revenue.  

Norway is aware of the increase in the catalogue of available EV models in the future and well aware of 

the changes they will have to make in their “Polluters Pay Principle” to fit the development as more low-

emission cars are entering the market, says Petter Haugneland. 

Petter Haugneland explains that Norway’s calculations are made by combining weight with CO2 and 

NOx emissions, meaning a heavy car with a high emission is paying more than a lightweight car with 

                                                                 
6 Norsk Elbilforening, 2018. Large scale fast charging impossible? Link. 
7 Norsk Elbilforening. The Norwegian Tax System. Link. 

https://elbil.no/large-scale-fast-charging-mission-impossible/
https://elbil.no/english/norwegian-ev-policy/
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fewer emissions. The purchase tax has for the last year been adjusted gradually to have less emphasis 

on weight and more on how high the emissions are. 

Petter Haugneland explains that from an annual questionnaire, the exemption from taxes is by far the 

most important for the respondents, but long-term policy is pointed out as a very important part of an 

incentive as well. He also explains that it is difficult to put an exact price on the investments Norway has 

made over the years when talking EVs. 
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Denmark 

Denmark has had a relatively small increase in the uptake of EVs during the last four years. The major 

incentive that has had a positive effect on Danish EV uptake is a partial exemption on registration fee for 

EVs, according to the Danish Climate Council (2018)8.  

In the years up to 2015, there was a full exemption on registration fees for EVs in Denmark, and the 

sales of EVs increased significantly in 2015. At the end of 2015, however, the Danish parliament decided 

to phase out the full exemption for EVs and implement a plan that gradually normalised the level of 

registration fees between EVs and ICEV cars. The result was that the sales of EVs dropped and in 2018, 

the Danish government therefore decided to adjust the normalisation of registration fees for EVs to 

improve the low EV uptake on the Danish market.  

 

Figure 3. Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles in Denmark (BEV and PHEV) 2008-2019 [EAFO] 9. 

Economic incentives: 

• Registration fees are differentiated based on fuel consumption and weight. BEVs pay a 
minimum amount and PHEVs pay less than an equivalent ICEV car. The registration fee is 
currently maintained at 20 %, and the registration fee will then be raised to 40 % in 2019 and 
subsequently raised gradually until electric cars are fully covered by the tax in 2022. There is 
a tax deduction for small EVs that will counter the registration fee of small EVs in 2019 and 
2020 

• Companies that supply EV charging on a commercial basis can receive an electricity tax 
discount to approx. 1 DKK (£0.13) per kWh 

• Since 2016, Denmark has offered a tax exemption for commercial charging, which in 2017 
was extended to 2019 

• Some municipalities offer free parking and free use of municipal chargers, e.g. the 
municipality of Aalborg 

• Companies in Denmark can be compensated for the tax on the electricity that is used for 
charging registered electric car batteries on the company's charging stations 

• An advantage for EV owners in Denmark is that BEVs pay the lowest possible owner fee, 
while plug-in hybrid cars pay less in owner tax than a corresponding ICEV 

• In the period 2016-2019, a deduction of DKK 10,000 is given to the final tax for both EVs and 
plug-in hybrid cars 

• The grid connection fee is reduced by 50 % for installation of EV chargers compared to that 
of regular electrical installations 

 

                                                                 
8 Klimarådet, 2019. Transport (Danish: Transportforsker: Et fast tilskud vil kickstarte salget af elbiler). Link. 
9 EAFO, 2018-2019.Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in Denmark 2008-2019. Link. 

https://klimaraadet.dk/da/nyheder/transportforsker-et-fast-tilskud-vil-kickstarte-salget-af-elbiler
https://www.eafo.eu/countries/denmark/1730/summary
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Comments on Danish incentives from The Union of Danish EV Owners (FDEL) 

FDEL is a consumer organisation representing Denmark's increasing number of electric motorists. The 

union was established in May 2013 with the purpose to increase the knowledge of electric cars and 

work to promote a Danish EV. FDEL is recognised as the private EV users voice throughout the many 

technical, commercial and political actors among the stakeholders of the Danish EV sector. 

 

Martin Messer Thomsen is the press officer at FDEL and member of the organisation and was 

interviewed for an in-depth walkthrough of the Danish EV incentives and to learn about FDEL’s views on 

how the organisation sees the Danish incentives.  

The main Danish incentive for EV is the reduced registration fee. The fee has changed several times over 

the last few years and the incentives are not regarded as long term stable according to many Danish car 

owners. According to FDEL, this creates uncertainty which hinders the development, and long-term 

stable framework conditions with known incentive structures are therefore requested, Martin explains. 

Martin believes that the registration fee should be converted into a technical fee that promotes pro-

environmental vehicles at the expenses of the more pollutant vehicles. The fees should be designed to 

ensure compliance with the objectives of the Paris Agreement and Denmark's other national and 

international objectives and obligations. He explains that members of FDEL are open for initiatives like 

road pricing and extra taxes as long as the taxes favour vehicles that are polluting the least. 

Besides the reduction in registration fee, Martin points that Denmark has relatively few incentives 

favouring EVs compared to the neighbouring countries. FDEL has therefore requested additional 

incentives to strengthen the EV uptake, he says. 

One of the main incentives that is requested by FDEL’s members is an initiative to improve parking 

conditions for EV owners. EV owners often experience conventional vehicles parking in dedicated 

parking spots for EVs with a charger installed. Charging spots should be for EVs which need to charge, 

and FDEL requests that municipalities establish parking spots reserved for EVs10. The guidelines for road 

signs could be updated so that a distinction is made between charging stations and parking spaces 

reserved for electric cars, Martin explains. 

A Danish initiative for companies to establish the possibility of charging your car at work is also a good 

option for an EV incentive, according to FDEL. The idea is to compensate them for the tax on the 

electricity that is used to charge registered EVs on the company's charging stations. Martin explains that 

FDEL members think that it would be better if companies were free to make charging available to 

employees and guests, without this leading to tax or administrative consequences.  

Demands regarding public charging are left to be decided and established individually in every 

municipality. FDEL would like the charging to be easier for the consumer, and requests initiatives like 

roaming between charging operators. An EV owner should be able to pay with a regular payment card 

or with an app at all public charging stations in Denmark and in Europe, Martin says. In the case of public 

tenders concerning charging infrastructure, requirements for what a kilowatt hour should be limited to 

at the highest must be defined11. 

Martin explains that it is FDELs opinion that tax incentives should benefit both the EV and the 

companies supplying the power, not only the EV.  

                                                                 
10 FDEL, 2019. A charging spot is not a parking spot. Link. 
11 FDEL, 2019. Payment for charging. Link. 

https://fdel.dk/fdel-mener/
https://fdel.dk/fdel-mener/
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Sweden 

In 2011, the Swedish government approved 200 M SEK (approx. £19 M) to a program focusing on an 

effective way of increasing the market for EVs and other “Super clean cars”. The program started 

effectively by 2012 providing 40,000 SEK/car in subsidies for the purchase of an EV or other type of zero- 

or low-emission car. 

 

Figure 4. Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles in Sweden (BEV and PHEV) 2008-2019 [EAFO] 12. 

Economic incentives: 

• SEK 40,000 in subsidy per car for the purchase of an EV and other “super green cars” (zero- or 
low-emission cars, below 50 grams of CO2 pr./km. (2012) 

• Exemption from annual circulation tax for the first five years from registration – benefits EV 
owners with an energy consumption below 37 kWh/100 km. + hybrid vehicles with CO2 
emissions below 120 g/km 

• For electric and hybrid vehicles, the taxable value of the car for the purposes of calculating the 
benefit in a company car under personal income tax is reduced by 40 % compared with the 
corresponding or comparable petrol or diesel car. The maximum reduction of the taxable 
value is SEK 16,000 per year. (2011) 

• Bonus-malus system - offers electric car buyers a bonus of SEK 60,000 (2018) 

• The Swedish government raised the appropriation for the super green car discount by SEK 132 
M in 2015 and by SEK 94 M in 2016 

• Only zero emission cars are entitled to receive the full SEK 40,000 premium, while other super 
green cars, plug-in hybrids, receive half premium (2016) 

• Cheaper leasing for EVs for employees in a company 

• Between 2018 and 2020, SEK 90 M (EUR 8,7 M) will be allocated annually to support home 
chargers with up to 50 % or SEK 10,000 (EUR 960) for hardware and installation costs. 

The Swedish EV organisation, Elbil Sverige, was founded in 1980 and is a non-profit organisation working 

towards more EVs in Sweden. They are gathering EV owners and enthusiasts by inviting to conventions, 

lectures and happenings. The organisation also acts politically by corresponding with policy makers and 

by writing referrals. Elbil Sverige is an active organisation sharing its knowledge and often acts as advisor 

to companies and authorities on EV related issues. 

                                                                 
12 EAFO, 2018-2019.Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in Sweden 2008-2019. Link. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-emissions_vehicle
https://www.eafo.eu/countries/sweden/1755/summary
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Elbil Sverige explains how they are good at building chargers for EVs, but not good enough at finding 

solutions on how to pay at the different chargers existing. This issue makes it difficult for the EV drivers 

to prepare for when they are having longer drives than normal – plus it makes the travel longer, Håkan 

Öqvist, vice-president of Elbil Sverige explains on the organisations’ website (2019) 13.  

Elbil Sverige is participating in an event in Almedalen, 2019, where they are going to talk about what 

they think is needed to be done regarding benefits for EV owners. Their demands for the government 

are as following, according to Håkan Öqvist, 2019. 

• Easy and clear to find pricing on charging – both in Swedish and English. 

• You should be able to pay with international credit cards. 

• Type-2 charging and paying for the parking should be combined. 

• Clear definition on costs (kr./kWh or kr./min) 

• A supplement which makes it easier for tourists, or Swedish EV owners with different apps or 

cards than what the charging companies use. 

EV Sweden biggest goal is that driving an EV in in the North should be easy and cost-effective for 

everyone. 

In a letter to the Swedish government, BIL Sweden, MRF (the Swedish organisation for car dealers and 

workshop) and transportation companies found that the new ‘Bonus Malus-system’ had an error. When 

the ‘Bonus Malus-system’ was introduced the 1st of July 2018, the ‘Super Environment discount’ was 

replaced with a Climate Bonus, but the new system had defects which meant that not all zero- or low 

emission cars were covered. 

This was pointed out immediately for the Swedish Transportation Agency and had to be corrected 

before the bonuses started by January 2019. These cars had previously been covered by the ‘Super 

Green Car Discount’ and the intention was never to exclude them from the new system (BIL Sweden, 

2019)14. 

                                                                 
13 Elbil Sverige, 2019. Elbil Sverige deltar i Almedalen 2019. Link. 
14 BILSweden, 2019. The government must rectify the errors in the regulation on climate bonus cars (Swedish: Regeringen måste 
rätta till felen i förordningen om klimatbonusbilar”. Link. 

http://www.elbilsverige.se/2019/06/11/elbil-sverige-deltar-i-almedalen-2019/
http://www.bilsweden.se/i-debatten/bilsweden_tycker/felaktigheterna-i-forordningen-om-klimatbonusbilar-bor-korrigeras-omgaende
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The Netherlands 

In 2009, The Netherlands started installing charging infrastructure in Amsterdam for EVs which since 

then has developed into a strictly demand-driven approach. “We want cleaner air for all Amsterdam 

residents. Dirty air is still too often a silent killer” Alderman Sharon Dijksma says, project manager for the 

city’s charging infrastructure in an interview with Electrive15. 

 

Figure 5. Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles in The Netherlands (BEV and PHEV) 2008-2019 [EAFO] 16. 

Economic incentives 

• Zero emission cars are exempt from paying registration tax 

• Not-zero emission cars are paying taxes by the level of emissions (between 1-5) 

• Zero emission cars are exempt from paying road taxes (PHEVs (<51 gr. CO2/km) pays 50 % of 
an ICEV) 

• Surcharge on income tax if company cars are used privately 

• Tax deductible investments: A system of facilitating investments in clean technology, by 
making these investments partially deductible from corporate and income taxes. Zero 
emission and PHEV cars (and not with ICEVs) are on the list of deductible investments, as are 
the accompanying charging points 

• Purchase subsidy for EVs 
 

Electrive is the industry service for electric mobility and has published the newsletter ‘Electrive Today’ 

since 2015. The newsletter includes all relevant news from Europe and beyond. The Electrive newsletter 

is a service for decisions makers in the electric mobility industry. 

Electrive explains that Amsterdam works towards banning all petrol and diesel vehicles within the next 

10 years – the plan is called ‘New Clean Air Action Plan’ (2019)17.  

The capital of The Netherlands is planning to actively implement the new action plan step by step. First, 

the plan is to tighten the environmental rules for the zones in the inner city from next year (2020). The 

plan from 2025 and onwards is that only zero-emission taxis, scooters, buses, trucks and vans will be 

allowed to enter the area inside the A10 ring road. By 2030, the 2025 plan will include passenger cars 

and motorcycles wanting to drive in Amsterdam, according to Electrive who quotes Alderman Sharon 

Dijksma. 

                                                                 
15 Elective, 2019. Amsterdam to ban all non-electric vehicles by 2030. Link.  
16 EAFO, 2018-2019.Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in The Netherlands 2008-2019. Link. 
17 City of Amsterdam, 2019. Policy: Clean air. Link. 

https://www.electrive.com/2019/05/05/amsterdam-to-ban-all-non-electric-vehicles-by-2030/
https://www.eafo.eu/countries/netherlands/1746/summary
https://www.amsterdam.nl/en/policy/sustainability/clean-air/
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Charging in The Netherlands 

Ecomobiel is an annual conference which informs people with or without knowledge about what is 

going on in the electric mobility industry. Ecomobiel explains how the electric mobility has exploded 

over the last seven years.  

In 2010, only a couple of thousands EVs were registered. Today, the number has increased to 154.720 

EVs (Nederland elektrisch, 2019)18 and it is expected to increase further in sales numbers in the future. 

Ecomobiel believes that in average every third Dutch person will have an EV within the next 10 years 

which means more need for charging. Now the Netherlands has more than 41.117 public chargers 

(Nederland elektrisch).  

Within almost every municipality in The Netherlands, one of the top priorities are more chargers to 

cover more than their needs – and the facilities should get smarter, faster and more effective, says 

Ecomobiel on their website (2019)19. 

Vision and starting points of the Electric Drivers Association (VER) for the future of electric driving and 

the realization of the mobility and climate ambitions. 

• To act in compliance with the Paris Climate Agreements, all new cars must be electrical 

between the years 2025 and 2030, of which the majority should be fully electric. In its 

approach, VER only focuses on the electric passenger car, it is, however, based on the intention 

that all road vehicles including scooters, cargo bikes, delivery vans, trucks and buses are 

electrified as quickly as possible 

• The energy used for EVs should come from wind, solar or other sustainable power sources 

• Batteries will be the energy carrier and, where useful, necessary and feasible, hydrogen can 

also serve as the energy carrier, especially for larger and heavier transport over longer 

distances 

• VER wants to reduce urban air pollution in accordance with the World Health Council 

• Range, speed and availability of charging infrastructure and costs of electric vehicles are 

becoming increasingly attractive after 2020. However, they are obstacles for consumers to 

favour an EV over an ICEV 

• VER explains how car sharing is already a common thing in The Netherlands, also regarding EVs, 

this could, however, be developed in the future to decrease the number of vehicles in the cities 

E-mobility will cope with the climate and environmental challenges alone but is an inseparable part of 

the broader transition of the energy sector. The example, the batteries in the vehicles are exchange 

points, with which households and companies can make efficient use of available renewable energy. 

This is also necessary for cost-efficient balancing of the power network. Parking places will soon be the 

power stations at the neighbourhood level. 

VER explains that more measures are also needed to achieve the CO2 targets of the coalition 

agreement. At present, it is even easier and often cheaper to buy and drive a car powered by a fossil-

fuelled engine. Several factors are barriers to a faster transition from fossil to sustainable mobility 

regardless of the higher price that is currently being paid for an EV. VER bets on the following points: 

  

                                                                 
18 Nederland elektrisch, 2019. Frequently asked questions (Dutch: Veelgesteld vragen). Link. 
19 Ecomobiel, 2019. Laden en infrastructuur. Link. 

https://nederlandelektrisch.nl/elektrische-auto-wiki/veel-gestelde-vragen
https://www.ecomobiel.nl/nl/laden-en-infrastructuur/
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1. EV driving is financially more attractive than fossil fuel, and that the polluters should pay 

2. The charging infrastructure should develop and become more available, accessible, visible and 

affordable 

3. More communication and information to the EV owners 

When VER mentions that polluters should pay, they explain that the EVs need to be made more 

attractive, and that requires more than just incentive policies to favour and promote e-mobility. VER 

wants to continue the current benefits for electric driving; no BPM (special vehicle purchase tax) and 

MRB (motor vehicle tax) for EVs. 4 % addition after 2020 and only phase out once the goal of 100 % 

zero-emission sales has been achieved by 2030.  

Reduction of the additional benefits must be done slowly and gradually. For instance, for every 5 % 

growth in market share with new electric cars, the addition for business drivers can increase by 1 %.  

If all cars sold are electric, the addition is the same for all cars. This provides long-term security for 

electric drivers. 

VER believes that in addition to a bonus policy for electric cars, a malus policy is also required for ICEVs. 

VER points out that this has been demonstrated in Norway: “It is the combination of bonus and malus 

that provides the necessary multiplier effect and the measures that can be taken, make it budget 

neutral”. 

VER believes that transparency is one of the keystones to increase the EV uptake on the market 

in: “Availability, accessibility and visibility of charging options require charging station policy, but also 

active signposting policies, other than the existing change cycle of RWS signage. Transparent charging 

prices: if you are going to charge EV drivers must know what they are going to pay, without surprises 

afterwards, such as far too high starting rates”. (VER, 2018) 
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Germany 

Germany is working towards more EVs and PHEVs. To boost the electric car sales, the German Finance 

Minister, Olaf Scholz, wants to extend tax incentives for EVs and PHEVs for another decade (Reuters, 

27th of march, 2019)20. 

  

Figure 6. Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles in The Netherlands (BEV and PHEV) 2008-2019 [EAFO] 21. 

Economic incentives 

• EVs and PHEVs were from the beginning of 2016 and 10 years ahead, exempt from the annual 

circulation tax. Firstly, the exemption was five years, but it was extended to 10, backdated to 1st 

of January 2016 

• When using your company car as your  private car too, it is treated as a taxable income and 

measured at a flat monthly rate of 1 % of the vehicle gross list price. It allows private users to 

offset the list price with 500 EUR per unit battery size, expressed in kWh, backdated to 1st 

January 2013 

• Maximum offset is 10,000 EUR, corresponding to a 20-kWh battery. Annually it will decline by 50 

EUR/kWh 

• Purchase subsidies for BEV are 4,000 EUR for private owners and 3,000 for business owners. 

PHEV owners also receive purchase subsidies of 3,000 EUR (2016-2019) 

• In 2016, a financial incentive for private PHEV owners was made. Owners that charge their 

vehicles in their employer premises could be exempted from declaring this perk as a cash benefit 

in their tax return 

• A public charging incentive program at around 300,000 euro (2017-2020) will be spend on 

approximately 10,000 regular charging points and 5,000 DC quick charging points  

• A possibility to get a 3,000 EUR purchase subsidy for charging stations up to 22 kW 

• 12,000 EUR subsidy for establishing a DC quick charger up to 100 kW and a 30.000 EUR subsidy 

for establishing a DC quick charger with the capacity above 100 kW. 

• A connection to grid subsidy up to 5,000 EUR for a low voltage charger and up to a 50.000 EUR 

subsidy for medium voltage. 

  

                                                                 
20 Reuters, 2019. German finance minister wants to extend electric car incentives. Link.  
21 EAFO, 2018-2019. Total number of Alternative Fuels vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in Germany 2008-2019. Link.  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-autos-scholz/german-finance-minister-wants-to-extend-electric-car-incentives-idUSKCN1R80I2
https://www.eafo.eu/countries/germany/1734/summary
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Command and control 

• Benefits for BEVs: 

- Free parking 

- Reserved parking spots 

- Bus lanes use 

Cap and trade: 

• There is a cap of 60,000 EUR as the max price for the vehicle  

Government subsidy schemes have helped increase the sales of EVs. However, EVs only made up 

approx. 1 % of new car registrations last year, says the KBA motor vehicle authority (Champers, M et al., 

2019)22. 

The German VDA (Association of the Automotive Industry) is an organisation focusing on environmental 

and climate protection. The VDA is working towards efficiency, recycling and a reduction in emissions – 

which both companies and consumers benefit from. The VDA represents the interests of the automotive 

industry and supports all the regulatory processes within.   

 

The VDA argues that Germain automotive industry’s completeness and willingness to invest represent a 

major requirement for maintaining Germany’s business activities. That is why they believe that the 

parliament should do, as they are planning to, supporting companies in the international competition 

and an appropriate way of figuring out the general tax situation for EVs and how it could be improved. 

VDA explained furthermore how the network of double taxation agreements (DTAs) must be expanded 

and how an international law should have been applied as an economic policy instrument in order to 

strengthen investments from the corporates and research activities in Germany; e.g. by introducing tax 

incentives for research and development. At the very least the VDA wants the government to ensure 

that the research investment that was given, does not end up being hampered by the overall tax 

situation. 

What the VDA requests in Germany 

• Retention of the proven and appropriate taxation of company cars (“1 % method”) and no 

orientation on aspects inconsistent with German tax systematics, e.g. ecological targets 

• Further improvements to the general taxation rules for electric vehicles (e.g. by introducing a 

special form of depreciation) 

• No increase in fuel taxes; diesel should not be subject to higher taxation 

• Continued environmental adjustment of the motor-vehicle tax 

• Measures to combat international tax evasion that do not disadvantage German companies 

• Improve Germany’s standing as an R&D location and avoid risks of double taxation in DTA policy 

• Continued reform of corporate taxation (modernise group taxation, facilitate re-structuring) 

• Continued structural adjustment of trade tax. 

• No tax increases, plus consistent simplification of tax law 

• Increased planning security and legal security in tax law 

VDA, Tax and Import Duties 

The new agreements on CO2 limit values for heavy commercial vehicles in Europe, on 30 % CO2 

reduction by 2030 and interim target of 15 % by 2025 are going too fast, according to the President of 

the German Association of the Automotive Industry, Bernhard Mattes. 

“They take too little account of the technical and economic reality of the commercial vehicle segment. 

The rules governing super credits for especially environmentally friendly vehicles are insufficient. The 

incentives for introducing low and zero-emission vehicles are too feeble. In addition, the change in the 

                                                                 
22 Reuters, 2019. Germany to extend electric company car tax incentives - paper. Link. 
 

https://www.euronews.com/2019/02/16/germany-to-extend-electric-company-car-tax-incentives-paper
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incentive system after 2024 will make it more complex and once again tighten up the requirements. 

Alternative powertrains – unlike in the passenger car segment – are generally not ready for the heavy 

long-distance transport” (19th of February 2019)23. 

Other than that, VDA says that even though Germany are good at developing on their infrastructure, 

they are still in a lack of Europe-wide charging infrastructure for electric trucks (2019). 

  

                                                                 
23 VDA, 2019. Mattes: CO2 target for trucks are too ambitious. Link.  

https://www.vda.de/en/press/press-releases/20190219-mattes-co2-targets-for-trucks-are-too-ambitious.html
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Comparison of the five countries investigated 

Investigating political incentives in Norway, Denmark, Sweden, The Netherlands and Germany presents 

different and yet similar national approaches among interest and industry organisations (NGOs) and the 

policies in their countries. 

Different strategies used in different countries 

The NGOs all agree that there is still much to do in terms of long-term incentives to attract potential EV 

users while policies are yet to be defined with different political concerns that slow down the process 

for better conditions; e.g. the current level of technology maturing in the e-mobility business.  

Analysing the different strategies used in the investigated countries (cap & trade, command & control 

and economic incentives as subsidies & taxes), the most common strategy used is the economic 

incentives. From all the economic incentives mentioned from the investigation, lowering taxes or 

subsidy schemes, were the most common strategy used in all the five countries.  

Based on the amounts of economic incentives found in the five countries, it could be argued that with a 

surplus of economic advantages, it is easier to spread your message to a larger variety of potential 

buyers. 

Comparing to the political strategies in Denmark 

Long-term policies are something both Norway, Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands uses in practise. 

All the countries answer how important long-term solutions are for stabilizing the development of the 

EV market. The Danish NGOs states that this is where Denmark is lacking - the politicians should have 

more interest in expanding the market for EVs. 

The second most prevalent strategy experienced is the ‘command and control’. Countries like Norway 

and Germany have used this strategy to open up bus lanes to accommodate EVs – however, this can by 

nature only be a temporarily strategy. FDEL, a Danish NGO, accordingly, argues that they find ‘command 

and control’ measures a suboptimal way to promote EVs. Instead of banning fossil ICEVs they would like 

to see that they are outcompeted. 

Among NGOs in Norway, Sweden, Germany and The Netherlands, NGOs possess the same attitude as 

FDEL. It is broadly regarded to be better to slowly disregard fossil fuels, e.g. by increasing taxes over a 

longer period and gradually favour an EV over an ICEV instead of banning ICEV form certain areas of the 

cities. 

The ‘command and control’ is however also used by Germany to reserve parking for EVs and making 

free parking, as they in Norway use it for allowing holders of driver license class B to drive electric vans 

class C1 (light lorries) up to 2450 kg. 

Sweden and The Netherlands does not use the strategy ‘command and control’ either, their focus is 

making EV investments more secure, and their infrastructure match the user’s requests. 

Germany is the only country using the strategy ‘cap and trade’ as they have introduced a cap of 60,000 

euros as the maximum price for the vehicle.      

Strong economic incentives  

Subsidies and tax reductions are on the agenda to promote better incentives for potential EV users. The 

way the countries are handling and distributing subsidies is different; some are more comprehensive, 

but all five national organisations agree that economic incentives are important and needs to be a 

leverage to promote and attract new EV users. 

Denmark has eight economic incentives, which make them, together with Sweden the country with the 

second most economic incentives. Norway has the most economic incentives (9) – and an EV uptake 

second to none in the world. 
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The importance of promoting public EV charging infrastructure 

The different associations mentioned how a smart-charging system could remedy some of the 

challenges with charging and make it easier to choose an EV, as the main concern is range and charging 

ability outside the cities.  

As it is right now, you need different memberships to use the different chargers throughout the 

countries. The Netherlands states they already have more than 40,000 public chargers, but still believe 

that the number is insufficient for future EV uptake. The Norwegian EV association, Elbil Norge, has 

made a shared service and an app where you can charge your EV on chargers from all the different 

suppliers, in the country no matter the provider. However, this only applies in Norway, and you need a 

membership to achieve this privilege. The Danish EV owner association, FDEL, asks for a common 

roaming solution on a transnational scale. 

Going with EV should be the easy option 

Looking into the duration of policies giving incentives to buy an EV, long-term solutions are uttered by 

the Danish EV NGO. The long-term solutions are having a larger adoption in the four other countries, 

compared to Denmark. Long-term incentives are believed to create a more stable solution for both 

potential EV buyers and EV sellers. Also, a long-term solution will help the market for used EVs to 

become more predictable, in general across Europe, Elbil Norge says. 

In general, the governments in all five countries are discussing climate changes and how to mitigate the 

current challenge of reducing emissions. The newly held election for the Danish parliament is named a 

“climate election”, meaning that the Danish citizens to an increased degree mentioned climate 

challenges as the top priority when choosing which candidate or political party to vote for24. 

Perspectives, whether it is the political incentives, the positive driving experience, the low maintenance 

costs, or the desire to drive with minimal impacts on the climate and environment, the five investigated 

countries trust in a future where electric mobility is one of the key investments that should be made. 

NGOs in all five countries call for initiatives to be taken by the politicians - taxes, subsidies, 

infrastructure and legislation, a clear plan is important to accommodate the future needs for electric 

transportation. 

Concluding remarks 

It can therefore be concluded that in all countries, that long-term solutions, stable framework 

conditions and economic incentives benefits, is considered to help EV uptake the most. 

  

                                                                 
24 Kilde på vigtigste emner ved valget 
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2. Questionnaire analysis 
In October 2018, MEGAFON conducted a questionnaire of 47 questions with responses from 1,500 

Danish citizens about attitude, perception and experience regarding EVs in a private household 

perspective.  

In the following, a selection of responses to eight questions and cross-references gives a hint of the 

current state of the Danish framework and the market for EVs, as well as potential mismatches between 

perception and capabilities of an EV. The selection of eight questions can be found in a full-page size in 

the appendix. 

Household, parking and charging 

Infrastructure and charging possibilities are perceived less a problem or challenge if you ask respondents 

with a private parking space compared to people living in the cities in apartments with access to only 

public parking lots.  

• Four of every fifth respondents said that they have access to their own dedicated parking spot, 

while almost one of every four said that they have parking facilities on shared areas or public 

roads without a personal parking spot.  

• Of those respondents, 50 % live in a villa or single-family home, 12 % live in a 

townhouse/double house and 7 % in a farmhouse/country house, while 30 % live in apartment 

and 1 % is in college or similar. 

The results of perception about charging difficulties and amount of available public chargers could be 

determined by the type of accommodation and parking facilities.  

• For the statement “it is too difficult to charge an EV”, 41 % agreed, while 42 % said they don’t 

know or neither agree nor disagree. Only 16 % disagreed. 

• For the statement “there are too few public chargers”, 59 % agreed, while 37 % said they don’t 

know or neither agree nor disagree. Only 4 % disagreed.  

Based on the results, the perception of the two statements are much more depending on your access to 

your own parking spot than the type of accommodation.  

One of the main focusses is the type of accommodation and the accessibility to a parking spot for each 

car owner, hence the access to a charger, private or public. At the current standards of charging time, a 

positive attitude towards buying an EV can depend heavily on whether the respondents live in an 

accommodation type that allows a car owner to have a private charger near their home.  

In the following, the percentages of people having their own driveway and those with their own parking 

spot on a shared parking lot are combined. The difference between these two answers is the potential 

obstacle of getting permission to have a charger installed if you have your car parked on a shared 

parking spot. 

Overall, 77 % answer that they have access to their own parking spot. Living in a villa / single family 

home or in a farmhouse, almost every respondent say that they have their own parking spot available, 

respectively 96 % and 98 %. Living in a terraced house, 64 % says that they have their own parking spot, 

while only 30 % of the respondents living in an apartment.   
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The following responds can be closely related to each respondent´s parking conditions, but it could also 

relate to technical issues or to the concerns mentioned by the EV interest associations in the previous 

chapter of this report about framework conditions; you need several subscriptions if you are to be sure 

to use any charger while away from your home. 

However, the results show a common share in general compared to the three segments gender, tried or 

haven’t tried an EV and type accommodation. Overall, 41 % agree to the statement that it’s too difficult 

to charge an EV while only 16 % disagree. 42 % says neither nor or that they don’t know.  
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Transport needs and perception 

People are often of the opinion that an EV cannot meet their driving needs. When MEGAFON asked the 

participants how many kilometres they drive every year, the score (38 %) was 10.000-29.999 km. 

Secondly, 22 % answered they drive between 20.000-29.999 km and thirdly, 13 % answered that they 

drive 5.000-9.999 km. 

 

The kilometres are divided daily, between the 1500 participants driving, less than 10 km a day (25 %), 18 

% are driving 10-19 km a day, and 14 % are driving 20-29 km. Only 3 % are driving 200 km or more.  

5 % of the 1500 participants drive more than 150 kilometres 4-5 times a week, this compared to the less 

frequent percentage at 27 % driving more than 150 kilometres, 2-4 times a month. In between, 25 % 

drove more than 150 kilometres only one time per month and as many as 19 % did it only few times 

biannually. 

The driving pattern compared to the perception of how good or bad an EV would fit the participants´ 

needs, more than half agreed that an EV would fit their needs (23 % said very good, 37 % answered 

good). Only 13 % answered neither/nor and 13 % answered bad. Finally, only 6 % answered that their 

needs would fit ‘very bad’ with an EV. 

 

Based on the results, EVs could replace a fossil car in 60 % of the 1,500 cases, that is 900 participants. 

20 % of the participants answered that they agreed that an EV did have the range to cover their daily 

needs, whereas 13 % completely disagreed, saying that their driving range were too far for an EV to 

cope with. 22 % said ‘neither/nor’ – a mismatch with the 13 % saying that an EV would fit their needs. 

Talking about perception and in some cases experiences with an EV, there is a mixed perception about 

the capabilities of operating an EV in everyday life. On the matter of an EV can cover the respondents’ 

daily driving on a single charge or not, 28 % agree while 42 % disagreed. 29 % say neither nor or don’t 

know. 
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Divided between gender and tried an EV, 35 % of the men agreed while only 24 % of the women agreed. 

Looking at the division between having tried an EV or not, the respondents are more inclined to agree 

(38 %) if they have tried driving an EV compared to the ones that have not tried one (25 %). 
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Economic aspects 

Economy is often what prevents people from buying an EV, but the survey shows that regarding daily 

operation, 52 % don’t know if an EV is more expensive than a conventional petrol or diesel car. Only 3 % 

say totally agree to the fact that EVs are more expensive.  

With only 2 % of the 1,500 participants owning an EV, it is on a small basis and can’t be completely 

validated who have answered what, and on which basis they choose to reply regarding perception and 

level of knowledge about EVs, leading to a question about how many was guessing, and how many 

actually knew. 

With the 52 % answering that they don’t know and 15 % answering ‘neither/nor’ it could be argued that 

information about the economic benefits operating an EV is needed.  

The lack of knowledge from the participants could also be argued, when 52 % of the participants don’t 

know about the lifespan and costs of a battery, even though most if not all dealers promise a long 

warranty on the battery. 2 % of the answers disagree to the battery life being short and that getting the 

battery replaced is a costly affair – this could indicate that people owning an EV know about the cycles 

and expenses, as the 2 % disagreeing corresponds to the share of respondents owning an EV. 
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Experience, considerations and perspective about EVs 

To get an understanding of how to separate experience and considerations, the participants of the 

survey were asked if they tried to drive an EV, or a plug-in hybrid, and how many of those owned an EV.  

Of the 1,500 participants, 1,064 answered the question about owning an EV. 2 % (24) answered that 

they were owners of an EV or a plug-in hybrid. A potential error to this could be that owners of a regular 

hybrid answered yes. This is still a useful indication of how many potential owners we had attending in 

the survey.  

Another focus was on the direct experience with an EV. The analysis aims to find correlations between 

the selected questions and cross referred with having tried sitting behind the wheel in an EV. Overall, 27 

% of the respondents have tried an EV. Divided by gender, 35 % of the male respondents have tried an 

EV, but only 18 % of the female respondents have tried an EV. 

Compared with type of accommodation, living in a villa / single family home, terraced house or an 

apartment, more people have tried an EV, respectively with 26, 32 and 30 %. The 30 % percent of 

respondents living in an apartment could be caused by the sharing schemes of EVs that can be picked up 

and rented for a shorter period, e.g. in Copenhagen with the two companies DriveNow and Green 

Mobility providing citizens in the cities access to an EV without owning one. 

 

Looking at the different aspects of qualities in a car if the participants were to buy a car the next day (a 

car after their own choice regardless of technology and propellant), the following results were given: 

• 65 % answered that driving economy was the most important thing. This emphasises the need to 

communicate the economic benefits of operating an EV compared to an ICEV. 

• 61 % mentioned they purchase prices as the most important aspect. 

• 55 % mentioned type and size (hatchback, sedan, station wagon etc.)  

• 45 % said the most important things to them were operation costs (repairs, insurance, etc.). 

• Only 17 % mention range. 
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Compared to the question if you were to buy an electric car tomorrow, what would then be the most 

important factor - range gives the greatest impact, together with purchase price (54 %) and driving 

economy (44 %). 36 % answered type and size which 19 % in difference from the former question.  

As the least important factor, in both choosing a car of your own choice, or EV, both acceleration and 

top speed were at the least important quality. 

The general attitude about car ownership among the respondents is in favour of an EV. 50 % say that an 

EV would be their only car if they had one. 24 % say they would use an EV as a supplement. This can be 

related to the tendency described in I-CVUE25 report stating that many EV owners at first use their EV as 

2nd car, but that this EV becomes the primary everyday car. 

Looking at different accommodations, respondents living in an apartment or in a terraced house are 

more inclined to own an EV as a 1st car than as a supplement, respectively 63/13 % and 59/14 %. 

Respondents living in a villa / single family home or in a farmhouse are more inclined to use an EV as a 

2nd car as a supplement to a 1st car driven on petrol or diesel than having an EV as the only car, 

respectively 40/32 % and 41/27 %.  

This can be caused by more predictive driving patterns and shorter mileages if you live in an apartment 

or in a terraced house in the city or in the nearest suburbs to a city.  

 

Investigating an EV for 2nd car operations, 23 % agree that an EV is only suited as a 2nd car while 42 % 

disagreed. 35 % say neither nor or don’t know. 

Among the respondents living in an apartment or at a college, there is the highest tendency to disagree 

to the statement that an EV is only suited as a 2nd car. This could be to the fact that people living in 

these two types of accommodation are not owning more than one car per household. 

                                                                 
25 Jakobsson, N., Gnann, T., Plötz, P., Sprei, F., & Karlsson, S. (2016). Are multi-car households better suited for battery electric 
vehicles? - Driving patterns and economics in Sweden and Germany. Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, 65, 
1–15. doi: Link. 

http://publications.lib.chalmers.se/records/fulltext/232139/local_232139.pdf
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Looking at the highest number of respondents that say neither nor or don’t know is among those who 

have not tried an EV (37 %) compared to those who have tried one (28 %). Divided between women and 

men, 41 % of the women say neither nor, while it is 27 % of the men. 
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Tendencies in the questionnaire 

The main observations concern the use of an EV as a single car or in a multiple car household. The 

attitude about this potentially rely on how good or bad the respondents believe in the capabilities of an 

EV, how good they think the public charging options are, and above all, how much they know. 

An EV is more than a 2nd car, but not for all 

The main results to the statement “An EV is only suited as a 2nd car”, 23 % agree, 42 % disagree and 28 

% say don’t know or neither nor. However, respondents living in a villa / single family home or in a 

country house are more inclined to agree, respectively 30 % and 29 %. For respondents living in an 

apartment or a terraced house, only 15 % and 19 % agree, suggesting that less of these respondents are 

in the segment of a household with multiple cars or that their driving needs are smaller than the driving 

needs of respondents living in a single family home or in a country house. 

Respondents do not believe the capabilities of an EV 

The same pattern repeats when the respondents are asked how good or bad an EV suits their daily 

driving. In the main results, 28 % agree that an EV cannot drive far enough on a single charge to cover 

their daily driving. For respondents living in a single-family home or in a country house, respectively 33 

% and 31 % agree, while only 22 % and 24 % agree among the respondents living in an apartment or a 

terraced house.  

However, looking at the responds given to how many km they drive, an EV could easily suit their daily 

driving needs, suggesting that the respondents either rate their daily mileage higher than their actual 

mileage, don't know their daily needs or that they don't know the performance of an EV.  

Furthermore, confusion could be caused by news articles or social media, discussing the wear and tear 

of the battery and how the cold weather affects battery efficiency. 

Public charging is too difficult 

Close to all respondents living in a single-family home or a country house have access to their own 

parking lot, but only 64 % in terraced houses and 30 % in apartments. To the statement “it’s too difficult 

to charge an EV”, only 16 % disagree. With close to a similar share in percentages between different 

types of accommodation, this suggests that public charging could be a challenge rather than home 

charging, even though there is no distinction between public or home charging in the statement to 

respond to. 

Lack of knowledge about EVs, but small optimism 

Looking at the share of questions and statements replied to with “don’t know” or “neither/nor” 

indicates that EV awareness has a potential to be improved in the future. Given the fact that half of the 

respondents don’t know if an EV is cheaper or more expensive could influence the general view and 

attitude about EVs and the market uptake of EVs. The same goes for the lifespan and costs of a battery 

for an EV where 63 % said “don’t know” or “neither/nor” to the statement “the battery in an EV has a 

short lifespan and it is too expensive to replace with a new one”.  

However, the idea of an EV as a replacement or supplement to a household with one or more cars 

driven on fossil propellants has a generally positive attitude among the respondents. 50 % said “if I had 

an EV it would be my only car”, while 24 % said “If I had an EV it would be supplement to a petrol or 

diesel car”.  
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3. Experienced EV users 
Several interviews were carried out seeking responds solely from experienced EV users to point out and 

puncture some of the negative perceptions from the questionnaire, but also for getting an inside view of 

everyday life with an EV - the joys and challenges and views on what is needed to be done politically, in 

regards to the investigated framework conditions in the first section. 

Interviews with eight persons from private households across the country were conducted with help 

from the Danish union of EV owners (FDEL). As the map shows and unlike previous perception, private 

households with EVs are possible regardless of living in the city, the suburbs or at the countryside.  

When it comes to private companies, the five interviews gave a clear hint that many SMEs are struggling 

to find EVs suited for their operation, and that the companies found operating with EVs, are located in 

the bigger cities or in the outskirts of the bigger cities in Denmark. On the map, all five interviewed 

companies are situated inside or in the vicinity of Copenhagen, although two of the companies are 

nation-wide and operate in the second and third largest cities as well (respectively Aarhus in Mideastern 

Jutland and in Odense on the island of Funen). 

Talking to public organisations such as municipalities, one of the low hanging fruits for them, is changing 

the vehicle fleets used for elderly care, and which have predictive driving patterns. The cars used are 

usually small, but also with a small area of operation. This however leads to challenges for the 

municipalities with larger land area to cover and longer routes between the homes of the elders.  
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3.1 Private households 
One of the initial ideas in the proEME project was to investigate EVs used as the 2nd car in a household 

and an ICEV as the 1st car. However, by talking to FDEL, the Danish EV owner association, it got clear 

that most EV owners have already got their 1st car replaced with an EV as well. 

A general experience throughout the eight interviews with EV owners in private households was that 

their first EV was bought to be the 2nd car, but quickly changed to be the most used and preferred 

vehicle to drive in. Subsequently, their fossil fuel driven vehicle was replaced as well. As the technology 

has evolved, so did the willingness to invest.  

If they have both an EV and a conventional car, the conventional car is only used for vacations or for 

days where there isn’t time between meetings to charge. With that said, most of the EV owners are not 

seeing charging as an issue, it has become a routine to plan where they go and how to charge.  

During the interviews it also became clear that EV owners generally have a comprehensive awareness 

about pro-environmental behaviour, either affected of having an EV, or that the awareness led them to 

choose an EV over a fossil fuel driven vehicle. E.g. for some families their meat consumption has 

changed, and they are more aware of sorting their trash by separating different materials into different 

bins. As some of them says, many small changes add up better than no changes. 
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Camilla Messer Thomsen: “Very few challenges and I have a fuel station in my front yard” 
Camilla and her family have very few challenges owning EVs, but some conditions need to change for the better for others to choose an EV. 

Camilla is the secretary of FDEL (The Union of Danish Electric Car Drivers) 

and married to the spokesman of FDEL – or as she puts it, she is the 

pioneer’s wife and has owned EVs for six years. Their current EVs are used 

partly for everyday purposes but were also used to test the potential 

availabilities and challenges of driving on holiday in an EV across countries. 

“We did the trips to the Alps in 2014, 2016 and 2018. In 2014, our attitude 

towards the challenge of using an EV for holidays was that we just wanted to 

investigate how the conditions were”, she tells while explaining their 

experience with the lack of coherency between not only different charging 

subscriptions in each country, but also in each network in each country. 

“It is difficult with all the different charging chip systems needed to gain 

access to several charging networks in each different area of Europe”, she 

says.  

Talking about other challenges with EVs in the family’s everyday life, it’s 

almost impossible to find any downsides. EVs are of course a different from 

ICEVs, but they have managed to get along just fine without the usual range 

they used to have from an ICEV.  

“When I drive longer trips across the country, I usually charge every 100 km 

(in their Nissan). It takes 25 minutes max, but that is a snapshot of the 

current reality. Soon, the manufacturers will increase the charging effect 

that the EVs are able to receive, reducing charging time down to 10 minutes, 

she predicts.” 

The family must also live with the much-discussed lack of a trailer hitch on 

an EV, but they don’t miss it. 

“We live in Copenhagen Municipality. Others might find a bigger need for a 

trailer hitch attached to their cars than we do. We don’t think it’s a 

challenge. But then again, even if it was a challenge for us, we wouldn’t go 

back to drive ICEVs just because of that. If the trailer hitch is a matter of 

disposing garden waste, we don’t really have any difficulties with the current 

scheme for waste management. It works excellent for us, and if you’re 

already a convinced electric car driver, you know there are so many other 

good and cool things about EVs”, she explains. 

Waste management is one of the areas that owning an EV has had a side 

effects, as it has increased their perception on climate and environmental 

concerns for Camilla and her family. 

“I’m very thorough when it comes to sorting our waste now. The EV has 

changed many things for me personally. I don’t know if it has had quite the 

same effects on the rest of the family”, she explains and mentions subjects 

like not choosing holidays on airplanes to distant destinations and being a 

vegetarian. 

“A few years ago, my son believed we should all become vegetarians in our 

family, but I’m the only one still holding on to that. However, we all buy 2nd 

hand clothes. I try to take many considerations about climate and 

environment into many aspects of my everyday life. It doesn’t have to be 

that difficult to choose these priorities, she says. 

Having EVs in the household have made many things easier, Camilla tells. 

Winter is not the favourite season for EV owners with concerns about range 

but removing ice from the windows is a no-brainer and only takes a minute 

with electric heating. Among other benefits with an EV, she’s very happy 

about avoiding fuel stations. 

“I always have a full ‘tank’ when I leave my home. I have a fuel station in my 

front yard”, as she puts it. 

Camilla hopes that more car owners will choose an EV over an ICEV next 

time they look for a new car, but she’s also aware that some conditions 

needs to be improved or maintained. She appeals to get authorities to install 

more chargers on the country sides and near the coastlines instead of, as 

now, cluster smaller areas with more chargers.  – Conditions with much 

discussion of changes or withdrawal, that leaves potential EV drivers puzzled 

without a clear incentive to choose an EV.  

Another of these conditions are the uncertain future for the tax deduction 

for “processtrøm”, which is a Danish scheme with deduction on the taxes 

paid by companies for the process flow of electricity, which includes many 

industries, but maybe no longer for operators of EV charging stations. 

Withdrawal of the scheme for these operators will increase the electricity 

price for EV owners. 

“There is currently an uncertain future for “processtrøm” already by next 

year (2020). One of the great arguments to choose an EV over an ICEV has 

been and still is the significantly lower running costs of owning and driving 

an EV”, she explains. 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Buying 2nd hand clothing, eating less meat, sorting their 

household waste and fewer long-distance flights 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More chargers nationwide, long-term policies for tax 

deductions 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Very little noise and no vibrations 

2. EVs are saving energy 

3. The “tank” is always full when leaving home 

Household: 

Wife (47), husband (52) a son (18) and a daughter (16) 

Type of housing: 

Single Family Home in Brønshøj 

1st car: 

Hyundai IONIQ electric, May 2018 (bought) 

2nd car:  

Nissan e-NV200 Evalia (bought) 

Km per year:  

1st car: 30.000 km (approx.) 

2nd car: 15.000 km (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work and on holidays to the 

Alps 

Charging:  

E.ON flat rate subscription 

Works from home and charges during working hours and the 

other at night  
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Christian Nolsøe: “The driving is as comfortable as ever before” 
Buying an EV made Christian and his family more aware of other aspects of living climate friendly 
 

Christian Nolsøe and his family got their first EV in 2017, and even though 

their primary car is a company car, Christian happily neglects their Ford C-

Max in favour of their Kia Soul EV. Christian really wants to replace their 

petrol car with an EV as soon as possible. 

 

The greatest thing about owning an EV! 

Christian is really into the technological aspects of electrical transportation, 

especially in his daily life, where him and his wife bought an EV as their 

secondary car, mainly to see if an electrical car could handle their needs. It 

turned out to be a success, and they are now hoping to be able to replace 

Christians company car with another EV. “The driving comfort is really 

something we both love about our Soul, nice and quit, but driving around 

knowing you are doing something pro-environmental makes us even more 

satisfied with the choice we made by buying an EV – and then of course, the 

technology is cool, we really like to be first-movers”.   

 

How the family uses their EV, and what’s need to switch into EV as their 

1st car? 

The family uses their Kia Soul as much as possible, which is to be seen on the 

different kilometres (Ford, approximately 80-129 km/month and their Kia, 

approximately 2.000 km/month). These numbers are because Christian is 

driving the car to and from work, even though he has a paid for company car 

in his driveway, whenever his wife is off from work during the week, he is 

using the car.  

The family uses the car on 

vacations as well, right now they 

are planning a trip to Scotland, 

“it’s all about planning” says 

Christian. Once the family used a 

pedometer and went for a walk 

every time they were charging, 

this resulted in 10.000 steps, 

making the daily numbers of steps 

recommended of the specialists.  

We asked Christian to mention if 

they have had any challenges. “In 

Jylland we are born with a a 

trailer, so the fact that EV’s are 

not allowed to have a hook is a 

challenge”. However, Christian and his wife likes to go camping and selling 

their camping wagon will not be a problem, because their new EV is 

expected to  be able to drive with a camplet.  

Therefore, money is, for now, the only factor keeping the family from getting 

their second EV. 

 

Planning? Find out your needs and take it from there. 

Christian is not the only one with an EV mentioning that planning becomes a 

part of the trip, if you are driving longer distances, but the technology 

evolves by the minute and ranges becomes larger and charging becomes 

faster. “You teach yourself to relax” says Christian. He is driving around 100 

km. to and from work, which isn’t a problem, “95% of the time it is perfect to 

be driving an EV”. 

 

Political view, what could be done? 

Christian believes that what is wrong with the Danish policies can be defined 

in two ways, and both should be changed. Danish taxation system is made to 

finance the welfare and the balance between higher taxes on fossil fuels and 

EV are complete of. “We should charge regular cars more, lower or remove 

the taxes on EVs, not 0-400-000 EVs, but on all of them”. 

The politicians should push the luxurious cars, pushing them to buy luxurious 

EVs, when the taxes got lowered. “Pushing an official announcement about 

phasing out the regular cars, the worse it will get – it’s a countereffect”. We 

need political courage. 

   

Has the awareness of pro-environmental behaviour changed after the 

investment of an EV? 

In the villa in Silkeborg the family is today more aware on how they act, 

eating less meat and thinking about getting solar panels on the roof. 

“Getting an EV was the beginning, opening our eyes to the United Nations 17 

Millennium Development Goals. “We are thinking more with the heart than 

with the mind” meaning that their focus has changed to a more pro-

environmental behaviour. 

 

Some good advice for the next generation EV owners 

Go ahead, do it, start out with using the EV as your second car. Before you 

know it, it will be your primary car”. 

  

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Eating less meat, considering solar panels on the roof of 

their house and opened their eyes to the UN’s 17 

Sustainable Goals.  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Political courage for big scale transition to EVs with 

higher taxes for fossil fuel driven cars and unlimited or 

permanent tax deduction for EVs. 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. More comfortable 

2. More awareness and climate friendly 

3. More fun to drive an EV 

Household: 

Wife (42 years), husband (47 years) and three daughters 

(11, 13 and 15 years old) 

Type of housing: 

Villa in Silkeborg 

1st car: 

Ford C-Max 1.8 petrol, 2007 (company car)  

2nd car:  

Kia Soul EV, 2017  

Weekly/monthly:  

1st car: 80-129/month (approx.) 

2nd car: 1.900/month (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work and on holidays 

Charging:  

Clever subscription (599DKK). 0-100% in 9.5 hours (timer 

on the charger)  

Previous car: 

- 

Bought/leasing: 

Bought  
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Torben Brøchner: “Long term investments are needed for EVs” 
The need for long term policies are needed to bring the right degree of incentives to potential EV users, Torben explains. 

The greatest thing about owning an EV! 

Torben Brøchner is yet another fan of the electrical vehicles, and the 

comfort and silence that comes with driving an EV is really something that 

matters to him and his family. 

Driving around knowing that you are doing something good for the 

environment, is something that is important for Torben and his wife, also 

given the fact that your car-economy becomes better than with an ordinary 

car – this is what Torben has experienced. 

 

How the family uses their EV, and what’s need to switch into EV as their 

1st car? 

If the family had had the money right now, they wouldn’t hesitate to get 

another EV, either a Tesla Model 3 or a new Kia Soul with a larger battery. 

One of the reasons the family has kept their regular car is because of the 

space, driving range and that it has a hook for a trailer. This is something 

that Torben and his family takes into consideration when they are out 

scouting for their new EV in the future. 

 

 

Planning? Find out your needs and take it from there. 

What all of the interviewees agree on, is that planning is a part of having an 

EV. However, this does not prevent Torben from using the car for longer 

trips, and his daily drive to and from work which rounds up to approximately 

100 km. 

 

Torben works at Odense University Hospital and knows, if he is on call-out, 

he must charge the car at work, which means he has to park a short walk 

from the hospital, but this doesn’t change the fact that Torben is willing to 

do this, to be able to drive an EV. 

“In the everyday life an EV is not a problem, but it takes an extra effort if you 

are going on a longer trip, finding the chargers and waiting for 20 minutes – 

but again, in the everyday life, not a problem at all”.  

 

Political view, what could be done? 

Torben believes that road pricing could be a part of a solution the politicians 

should investigate. “We need the foreign traffic to contribute to the Danish 

roads”. This could also contribute to developing technology and could help 

correct the attention towards greener infrastructure and mobility. 

Torben wants the politicians to make up their mind and find a more long-

term solution. “Right now, we have an uncertainty in the framework 

conditions”. 

 

Has the awareness of pro-environmental behaviour changed after the 

investment of an EV? 

The environment was an important factor when the family choose their new 

type of transportation. Torben wanted to be a part of a cleaner community, 

promoting the EVs and be a part of the community of interest in pro-

environmental behaviour, and who together work towards a cleaner 

neighbourhood and in the long term contribute to a greener infrastructure. 

 

Some good advice for the next generation EV owners 

If you have the possibility to do it, then get a home-charger! It is impractical 

without your own charger, however with that said, if the car can cover your 

daily driving range, then just do it!” 

  

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Even more focused on their behaviour and wishes to be long 

term contributors to a greener infrastructure 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Political long-term investments 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Driving comfort  

2. Climate and environmental conscience 

3. Good economy 

Household: 

Wife (37), husband (39 years) and two daughters (2 and 4 

years old) 

Type of housing: 

Single family home 

1st car: 

Skoda Octavia, 2014 (petrol)  

2nd car:  

Hyundai Ioniq Electric, 2017  

Weekly/monthly:  

1st car: 830 km/month (approx.) 

2nd car: 2.500 km/month  (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work  

Charging:  

E.ON 580 subscription. 500kWh/month. 

Max 10%, off.  

Approximately 8 hours to full. 

Previous car: 

- 

Bought/leasing: 

Bought  
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Erik Børsting Hansen: ”Plan your trips upfront” 
Don’t worry about the range. Bring a football in the trunk when charging is needed during a trip, Erik advices. 

The greatest thing about owning an EV! 

The family care for the environment, and driving environmentally friendly is 

giving them a good conscience, making them happy and therefor making it 

one of the most important things that they like about driving an EV. 

Erik also likes to be a part of the community, and being a computer-guy, of 

course the tech is important to mention as well.  

The family doesn’t have to take fuel into consideration, because they have 

an all-inclusive subscription, which creates an “inner peace” not thinking 

about fuel prices. Also, it makes it cheaper for the family to use their EV 

because they use them as much as they do. 

 

How the family uses their EV, and what’s need to switch into EV as their 

1st car? 

As illustrated in the photo below, the family isn’t afraid of planning and 

driving longer trips. The trips are however in their primary car, the Tesla, but 

they use their 2nd car, the Nissan Leaf just as much in their everyday life, 

where Erik’s wife drives to work and does her daily chores. They are both 

very pleased with their choice of getting an EV as both their 1st and 2nd car 

and can only recommend others to do the same.  

 

Planning? Find out your needs and take it from there.  

The family is using their Tesla for the longer trips, because it’s more 

comfortable and has a longer driving range, again it’s all about planning, and 

Erik always has a football in the car, so that he and his boys can play while 

the car is charging – nice and easy exercise. 

 

Political view, what could be done? 

Erik shares the view of the other EV owner, that the politicians need to make 

more long-term solutions to the EV framework. We need to avoid confusion 

in the framework conditions and not change the regulating and taxes every 

other year. Don’t say that up to 100.000 EV will be tax-free or make a 

discount for everything above 4.000 kWh, it will not work, and only create 

confusion and “force” the car dealers to not invest in the EV market in 

Denmark. 

“We need to have some sort of ambition scheme” says Erik Børsting. 

 

Has the awareness of pro-environmental behaviour changed after the 

investment of an EV? 

Erik grew up with a family who thought about turning of the lights, save 

water and divide trash into categories, plastic, metal, food waste etc. This is 

something he has brought into his own family, together with getting an EV, 

and as Erik says “my kids know which car, is the right car to drive in” – 

meaning driving an electrical vehicle.  

Other than that Erik is not flying on vacation, at least not unless it’s 

impossible to get to the destination without. 

 

Some good advice for the next generation EV owners 

The greatest advice Erik would give a person who was thinking about getting 

an EV is, talk to somebody who has an EV or knows something about them, 

or even better, do both. You need an honest opinion from someone who 

knows what they are talking about, and then try it out for yourself. “You 

don’t know what it is before you have tried it, it’s a nice way to travel, and 

you don’t have to be afraid of amps and kWh” says Erik Børsting.   

 

 

  

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

The family is proud that their children have learned how EVs 

are better for the environment than ICEVs. 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Avoid confusion in framework conditions, make long-term 

solutions. 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Comfort  

2. Better conscience towards nearby environment  

3. Better conscience climate and worldwide environment 

Household: 

Wife (40), husband (46 years) and two boys (10 and 11 years 

old) 

Type of housing: 

Single family home in Vejle 

1st car: 

Tesla Model S, 2015  

2nd car:  

Nissan Leaf, 2015  

Weekly/monthly:  

1st car: 2.900 km/month (approx.) 

2nd car: 1.250 km/month  (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work.  

Charging:  

E.ON all inclusive, for both cars 

Tesla: a couple of hours from 0-100% 

Nissan: approximately 6 hours from 0-100% 

Previous car: 

Alfa Romeo (diesel) 

Fiat Grande Punto, 1.4 (petrol) 

Bought/leasing: 

Bought  

General Savings:  

CO2 savings:   
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Peter Stæhr:” My investments are returned long after I’m gone” 
Peter calls for a clearer future and less uncertainty in the framework conditions for EVs.    

The greatest thing about owning an EV! 

Peter points out that the silence and general comfort driving an EV are lovely. 

He also thinks about his surroundings while driving, protecting the community 

and the rest of the world from bad emissions. 

Peter also pointed out that his service on their Renault Fluence is 50%-75% 

cheaper, than their Volvo, the only time the service has been as expensive as 

their Volvo, was when they needed new breaks. This was because of rust, from 

not using them enough, as the EV breaks as well with its engine as with its 

breaks. 

 

How the family uses their EV, and what’s need to switch into EV as their 1st 

car? 

The EV is coveted at Peter and his wife’s place, but they have made an 

agreement, the person having the longest distance has the EV, because you 

need to drive longer before becoming greener. 

Peter says that they are getting another EV, perhaps Tesla Model 3, when their 

Volvo V60 is done serving them. Their Fluence is from 2010 and has lost around 

30 km of its battery capacity, but it still serves the family well, but the Tesla 

would give them the opportunities to driver longer distances. 

 

 

Planning? Find out your needs and take it from there. 

In Peter’s case, public transportation is only more planning and waiting. The bus 

in Anisse, where Peter and his wife live, only visits once every hour, giving Peter 

4.5-7.5 hours of transportation (rejseplanen.dk). Peter has made an agreement 

with his work, that he can drive to Odden and then take the ferry even though 

the company promotes public transportation, they understood Peter’s situation, 

he does however need to go to Aarhus – planning is just a part of owning an EV, 

and mostly people don’t really mind! 

 

Political view, what could be done? 

Something definitely needs to be done from the politicians’ side of the table, 

“we need stability and a long term solution” says Peter, “look towards Norway, 

we don’t need to copy their model, but we could take a look at the economy”. 

January 1st 2018 the current tax was expanded till 2019, and then again till 2020. 

“If the electricity prices increase, you scare away the people” says Peter, also 

stating that people would put their money in the more secure choice of vehicle 

(petrol and diesel). “We need a clearer future, not more uncertainty”. 

 

Has the awareness of pro-environmental behaviour changed after the 

investment of an EV? 

Getting an EV really put things into perspective for Peter and his wife, 

especially in regards to driving pattern, and how not to make accelerations 

and “aggressive” driving, because in their EV it costs power, meaning further 

charging and planning, this has affected their driving in regards to driving 

their regular car “We drive more diligent, less aggressive, cautious with the 

accelerations and speed” – making their driving in the regular car more 

economic and environmental friendly. 

Other than that, they had a heat pump installed in their house, together with 

sorting their trash, keeping electrical trash, plastic and paper in the 

basement, and taking it to the recycling station themselves, of course driving 

in their EV – “it’s just more comfortable, when you don’t need to stop and 

start every time you need to go to another dumpster” says Peter. 

 

Some good advice for the next generation EV owners 

Peter thinks that everybody should give themselves the experience of trying 

an EV. “Everybody should try driving an EV, it is highly addictive”. Peter says 

that it is an amazing experience, and that there are an okay variety between 

price and range, “There is a great variety, and there is probably one that suits  

your households needs”.

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Focus on energy savings – driving patterns and not make too 

many accelerations. 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Learn from neighbouring countries with greater experiences. 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Comfort  

2. Cleaner village  

3. Cleaner climate 

Household: 

Wife (60), husband (71) 

Type of housing: 

Villa in Anisse (Helsinge) 

1st car: 

Volvo V60, 2014  (diesel)  

2nd car:  

Renault Fluence, 2012  

Weekly/monthly:  

1st car: 1.000 km/month (approx.) 

2nd car: 1.000 km/month  (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work  

Charging:  

eOn 580 subscription. 500kWh/month. 

Max 10%, off.  

Approximately 8 hours to full. 

Previous car: 

Saab 9-5, diesel 

Bought/leasing: 

Bought   
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Jens Boll: “We would hate being forced into driving a petrol or diesel car” 
There are unmet needs for EVs that must to be fixed, but Jens Boll and his family are not going back to fossil driven cars. 

Jens, his wife and three children live in a farmhouse in the countryside of 

Bjerringbro and got their first EV in 2010 – the Tesla Roadster. Since 2015, 

they have only owned EVs. Although the family is challenged by the 

surroundings at the countryside, they have managed to find solutions for 

their needs without having a trailer hook attached to their EVs.  

“We used to always have a trailer, so it has been a challenge for us without 

it, but we’ve found other solutions and as last resort borrowed our 

neighbour’s car and trailer. The past four years, we’ve probably borrowed 

our neighbour’s car and trailer once per year”, Jens says. 

Learning how easy it was with an EV, the family decided to invest in a Kewet 

as 2nd car. The Kewet had a trailer hook, but only a range of 30-35 km, and 

then came the taxes for EVs. The Kewet was sold, but later the family 

imported a Buddy from Norway (newer version of Kewet). By 2015, they 

bought a Tesla Model S which today is their primary car. 

More chargers on rest areas at the highways are needed 

Jens has been in dialogue with several politicians about the need for more 

infrastructure that supports access to chargers. 

“I wish there was a simple power plug at more rest areas so it would be 

possible to charge a bit during a small break from the highway. It doesn’t 

have to be more than 11 kW (3 phases, 16A) to be certain that you don’t 

need to knock on the door at random private households to beg for power. 

However, it wouldn’t if we interacted more with each other”, he says. 

Owning EVs confirmed Jens and his family that choosing more climate 

friendly transportation didn’t mean giving up driving comfort and luxury – on 

the contrary. However, when the family plans their holidays, and the kids 

bring up their favourite destinations, it’s limited to where the EV can bring 

them. 

Talking about good advice for potential EV drivers, Jens means that it’s all a 

matter of planning. 

“Make sure that there is plenty of power left on the battery for the everyday 

chores, as there are several things affecting the range, and consider that 

there will be needs for unplanned trips. There is nothing to be afraid of other 

than the usual accusations from people that doesn’t want an EV or believe 

EVs are a good choice, Jens says. 

He points out that the charging times also needs to be improved. The family 

uses a mobile app called TrueEnergy that helps control the charging of the 

Tesla Model S when most renewable energy is produced. The Tesla Roadster 

is not supported by this solution. 

“There are not many of the current EV models on the market that support 3 

phase charging, but if we need to support the electrical grid and optimise 

our charging in times when the electricity is the most climate friendly, it will 

be easier with a higher charging effect than current”, he explains. 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

No more fossil fuel 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public charging  

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Driving pleasure  

2. No local pollution and no bad smells  

3. Easy in everyday life with no worries about the needs of 

finding a gasoline station 

Household: 

Husband (43) and wife (43), a daughter (15) and two sons 

(13+11) 

Type of housing: 

Countryhouse in Bjerringbro 

1st car: 

Tesla Model S 85, March 2015  

2nd car:  

Tesla Roadster 2.5 Sport, June 2010 

Weekly/monthly:  

1st car: 35-40.000 km/month (approx.) 

2nd car: 10.000 km/month  (approx.) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work and holidays. Wife uses 

1st car between home and work 

Charging:  

E.ON flat rate subscription for 1st car 

Conventional power cable for 2nd car  

Previous cars: 

Kewet and Buddy 

Bought/leasing: 

Both are bought  
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Maria Perry Garbow: “We had to give up the trailer, but there are so many benefits” 

An EV can’t compete economically against fossil cars, and that needs to change as the first thing, Maria explains.  

Maria and her family are really satisfied after having invested in their EV, in 
fact they got so excited that they switched both their cars into EVs – this is 
what you can call commitment.  

 

Are there any challenges with having an EV?  
Maria says that they have the same issues as other EV owners, range, but 
this only takes a little bit more planning, which is not at all bad.   
None of their cars are approved to drag anything, because their cars don’t 
have a hook. They still have their trailer, and if they need to, they just talk to 
their neighbour, and borrow their car -it doesn’t get easier than that! Maria 
explained an issue, not mentioned before, and that is the size. Their Tesla is 
unfortunately too big for their garage “The Tesla is too long, and we can’t 
close the door in our garage”. If this is the only issue, then it is affordable.  

 

What was it, that made you switch both of your cars to EVs?  
“Driving experience was a huge motivator” says Maria. In 2016 the only car 
that could embrace their needs, both when talking range, but also economy 
– this was the Tesla Model S.   
Maria also explains “Even though we had to give up the trailer there was so 
many benefits investing in an EV – driving experience and driving ability were 
in the end the most important things”.  
 
How did your EVs change your way of environmental behaviour?  
“In the beginning we had to understand the technicalities of having an EV, 
after getting a hold of this, we started to invest in alternative, and more 
sustainable ways of getting electricity. We are in general much more 
attentive on behaving more pro-environmental” says Maria, adding that their 
payment of electricity is based on what time of the day they are charging.   
The family had become more focused on bringing their own shopping bag, 
more local grocery shopping, no plastic, no packing and living as close to 

zero-waste as possible. “We have our focus on the kids’ understanding of the 
importance of taking action and teaching them the difference between fossil 
fuel and EVs, as well as spotting trash in the nature”.  
 
What do you think needs to be done from our politicians?  
“We need the politicians to invest in Greentech. it should be affordable. It 
shouldn’t be a question if, but when we switch to EVs”. Maria says that her 
EV lives up to 90% of their needs, but range and infrastructure is still an 
issue. “We need a better infrastructure until the range in the cars are big 
enough to transport us around to where we need to go”.    
Maria also states that, if the government is serious about their 2030 goals, 
then they need to make more long-term decisions, “Most of the citizens 
want to buy an EV, but it is too expensive, which makes the consumers buy a 
fossil fuel car – the EVs can’t compete with conventional cars yet”.  
Also, Maria states that electricity in Denmark is the most expensive in 
Europe, this could be lowered “The politicians want to change the public 
behaviour – they will need to make it attractive to go green”.  
 
If you were to give advises to people who are considering switching to EV, 
what would it be?  
“Try mini leasing at first, it’s not that expensive and there is no risk” says 
Maria. Also think about your needs, how often do you actually need that 
large range, could you live with spending 3-5 minutes more on planning? 
Maria also says that if you really are driving on vacation, and you don’t want 
to do that in an EV, couldn’t you then just rent a conventional car?  
“If you are changing your 2nd car, could you switch this into an EV, just to 
test it out?” Maria also says that if you have your own parking space or 
garage, it’s almost a no-brainer, if you have figured out your needs. And if 
you have solar panels on your roof then, what are you waiting for?!    

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

From one to two EVs and teaching their kids the importance 

of acting pro-environmental  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More investments in green technologies, make EVs 

competitive compared to ICEV 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Driving experience (silence and a great acceleration)  

2. No local emissions, and the fact that you’ll only get greener 

over time.  

3. You start your day with a “full tank” (and you can smile at 

the others in line for the fuels pumps and see the prices have 

risen again). 

Household: 

Wife (36) and husband (40), a daughter (6) and a son (4) 

Type of housing: 

Single family home in Tilst 

1st car: 

Tesla Model S 85+, 2013  

2nd car:  

Nissan Leaf 24 kWh, 2015 

Range per year:  

1st car: 20.000 km (approx.) (bought) 

2nd car: 10.000 km (approx.) (bought) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work and holidays. 2nd car is 

used for smaller trips and work 

Charging:  

E.ON flat rate subscription for 1st car (11 kW) 

Conventional charging point for 2nd car (3,7 kW)  

Previous cars: 

- 
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Thomas Vestergaard Thomsen: “I really like that my EV uses surplus electricity” 

The range is not that important. The establishment of more quick chargers is, Thomas says. 

Thomas lives with his wife and two children in a single-family house in 

Bjerringbro. They are using both of their EVs everyday between jobs and for 

grocery shopping, and for vacation. The family has both been too Italy, 

Poland and Berlin in Germany, and visited Norway and Finland twice in their 

Tesla Model S. 

Their Renault Fluence is more for everyday use and to take their kids to 

school in Viborg. 

Thomas, do you have any challenges with having an EV compared to a 

conventional car? 

“The Fluence has a relatively short range, the battery is rented and it’s 

degraded a fair bit – there’s around 15 kWh left of the original 22 kWh” says 

Thomas, and adds “It’s not possible for us to quick-charge, but we paid 

50.000 DKK for the car, and 200 DKK/month for electricity still makes it 

interesting. Unfortunately, we must pay 295 DKK/month for battery rent!”. 

Luckily the Fluence can be charged relatively close to the kids’ school, if it 

needs to drive further than just to and from school. 

“We have been visiting Aarhus, but we have to count on their being a free 

EON parking space, and there is only one saved for EVs, which makes it 

difficult because it’s often taken” Thomas adds.  

Logistics, infrastructure and planning are some of the challenges you will 

have to live with, if you are investing in an EV today, but this is already 

changing. Thomas told us a story about a trip to Kalundborg, where he chose 

to charge 2 km from where he needed to go, so he didn’t have to charge 30 

minutes on his way home after the party he was going to, “Quick-charge in 

Western Jutland is a challenge, there is only one EON quick-charger in 

Herning” says Thomas. 

Why are both cars EVs? 

“We needed a car with a long range, the Tesla has provided us with this”, 

says Thomas. Thomas has an EON all-inclusive subscription, which has its 

advantages because he drives a lot of kilometres every day, “I think that 

many people with an EV with a smaller battery can’t defend paying 

subscription, and because of this they are ending up paying more for their 

power – which isn’t an economically advantages in regards to conventional 

cars”.  

Their Renault was bought instead of tickets for the bus, and because it was 

interesting to go all green regarding transportation. Busses began to drive 

less often, and their son had to take the bus 1 hour and 40 minutes before 

his class started. Together with saving 20 minutes every morning, they could 

avoid an overcrowded train – which meant feeling less claustrophobic. 

“The Tesla was chosen because of how exiting the new technology was in 

2015, together with the SuperCharger-network expanded. Bjørn Nylands 

video was really something that inspired us!” says Thomas. 

Has changing from conventional vehicle to EVs changed your point of view 

in regard to the environment? 

Thomas answers that his focus on the environment has increased since 

2015, “I don’t know if I’m influenced by the car, or if my worries for the 

climate had increased anyways?” says Thomas and adds “I really like the fact 

that the electricity comes from surplus electricity, which is often the case 

during the night”. 

“I really like the idea about sorting my trash, it’s an easy way to act and to 

care for the environment. My opinion to plastic is that, it’s good for many 

things and the consumption of CO2 producing plastic is low too, BUT the 

plastic DOESN’T belong in nature and in our oceans – it should be recycled!”. 

Together with this statement Thomas explains that the family is eating less 

meat from cows and pigs, but more from chickens than before. 

In what way do you think the politicians should act in regards to EVs? 

As every other respondents Thomas too agrees on the fact that the taxes 

should be lowered to make it more beneficial to drive an EV and so that you 

don’t have to commit to a subscription ”With variable prices on electricity, 

which is there anyways, taxes could follow this concept – this would result in 

lower prices on surplus electricity (which often is “green”). Together with this 

Thomas thinks we need more “Autohof’s” instead of chargers at resting 

areas alongside the highways. 

If you should give some good advices for people who are thinking about 

switching their conventional car to an EV? 

“At the moment you are only saving money if you are driving much, because 

you can gain something from the all-inclusive subscription. Also, you don’t 

need more range than 4-500 km, even though people think they do – it’s 

more important to get more quick-chargers.” Don’t be afraid, just do it, 

that’s what we get from our interview with Thomas. 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Sorting their trash has become more prioritised.  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More quick chargers and roaming 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Environmentally friendly transport 

2. Preheated/precooled car 

3. Fast acceleration 

Household: 

Husband (48), wife (48), son (19) and daughter (17)  

Type of housing: 

Single family home in Bjerringbro 

1st car: 

Tesla Model S 85D, June 2015 (bought) 

2nd car:  

Renault Fluence ZE, 2012 (bought March 2017 

Range per year:  

1st car: 45.000 km (approx.) (bought) 

2nd car: 15.000 km (bought) 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday driving, to and from work and holidays. 2nd car is 

used for smaller trips and the children’s high school 

Charging:  

Two E.ON chargers with flat rate subscription 
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3.2 Private companies 
It’s hard for small and- medium sized companies (SMEs) to invest in EVs, but of those we have talked to, 

variating in size is generally pro green mobility. Some are doing it because they are investing in the future, 

others are doing it because they really like to be greener – for instance KLS PurePrint, who invested in an EV, 

nine years ago in 2010, since then KLS PurePrint chose to abandoned conventional cars (since 2012). 

 

In general, the companies are, like the 2nd car families, missing political engagement and long term solutions. 

Most of the companies are willing to go green, but together with political engagement, the technology is still a 

bit behind regarding their needs. They need to be able to carry more and heavier materials.  

AFA JCDecaux solved this problem by switching their cargo bikes, with three wheeled electrical cargo scooters 

(TRIPL’s), these can carry both 200L of water and their tools and cleaning equipment. Together with this, they 

can park alongside buildings, just as a bike. This makes it much easier for the employees, and it makes their 

workday a lot less stress full – as no free parking space is an issue in central Copenhagen. 

Private organizations are a bit like private EV owners. Of those we have met, the investments are because they 

wanted to be greener, and because they have experienced a demand from their customers.
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De Grønne Elektrikere 

The Green Electricians went green in 2009 by 

establishing their company as a subcompany to LTEC 

A/S.  

The reason for this was that The Green Electricians 

wanted to take a swing for sustainability.  

In 2009 The Green Electricians was a part of the 

subsidy project in the municipality of Copenhagen, 

supporting companies investing in EVs.   

The company started out buying electrical bicycles, 

but as you might know, summer in Denmark is not all 

year round, which resulted in buying two EVs - this 

was also a part of a “necessity” because the 

costumers were asking for craftsmen to be more 

sustainable. 

The company De Grønne Elektrikere (EN: The Green 

Electricians) was established in 2009, because of their 

wish to reduce their C02 emission and do something 

pro-environmental – also they saw an opportunity to 

meet the demands from their costumers, who want 

to use more sustainable craftsmen. 

The company therefor switched from fossil fuel 

driven cars, to bike cycling around in the city. This 

wasn’t all optimal during the winter, therefor the 

company invested in EVs.  

How was it to go from conventional vehicles to EVs? 
“The Green Electricians” were first-movers, and they 
took a big pro-environmental step by switching out 
their diesel cars with bikes and supplementing those 
with Nissan e-NV200’s.   
 
The transition went okay, and employees were 
satisfied, not really having any need for their old 
diesel cars. “The only thing to be mentioned is range”, 
says Jesper Olsen. 
 
“It is nice to be a part of implementing to a cleaner 
environment, taking responsibility, lowering our 
emissions and of course getting some exercise and 
accommodate what our customer want” Jesper says. 
 

What are you needs in the company? 
“It’s hard to say what our needs are” says Jesper, but 
he would like there to be a broader variety in larger 
company cars, for more materials and a large range.   
 

As many other companies, the technology is an issue, 
but that’s a part of being first movers – The Green 
Electricians are proud of their step towards a cleaner 
society.  
“Creating a green profile is what we are doing by 
choosing EVs – and that is what we are shooting for 
says Jesper as an answer to the last question.  

In the website, it is possible to get an extended view 

of their activities. Visit: 

https://degroenneelektrikkere.dk

 

  

Profession: 

Electricians 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Taking more responsibility and bringing down their emissions  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Longer range 

More cars to choose from 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Less service costs 

2. Better driving comfort 

3. Making customers satisfied  

Fleet: 

4 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Bikes are mainly in the city center, and the EVs are used for 

work in the suburb or rural areas – every day 
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KLS PurePrint 
 

KLSPurePrint took responsibility, did their research and 

became first-movers by banning fossil fuel vehicles in their 

company since 2012. Their first EVs were bought in 2010, 

and some of them have been switched out since, but 

Kasper is still driving his Renault Fluence (165.000 km). 

There was no doubt about Kasper having a passion about 

EVs, and when they went from conventional vehicles to 

EVs, he also took the initiative to create a magazine about 

EVs (GO magasin) and plug-in-hybrids, telling how great the 

technology was!  

The company would never go back to driving conventional 

cars unless they really must, but only in periods, vacation or 

a long drive to Jylland where there is a lot of meetings 

during the day. They even made it a demand that if you 

apply for a job at KLSPurePrint, you need to have an EV – 

this is passion and being pro-environmental! 

Did the initiative have any impact on your financials in the 

company? 

“Yes indeed, in general we have had savings from 14% - 

35%, and approximately an average saving at around 21% 

every year” says Kasper. The prices on maintenance are so 

low, which has resulted in a standing joke at the office, “in 

here we say a large service is when we have to change the 

windshield wipers” both of us couldn’t help laughing. 

This is a great way to argue against those who argue that 

it’s expensive to invest in EVs for their company. It is an 

expensive investment, no doubt. Kasper said that the more 

you drive, the more you save, and the faster your car drives 

greener.  

Kasper had, after 30.000 km a large service, and received a 

bill saying he owed the mechanic 758 DKK – this is cheap! 

How did you experience you transition from conventional 

to EV? 

As almost any other who tries an EV for the first time, 

Kasper explains that they too had “battery anxiety” but 

after a month of getting used too it, it was mostly about 

planning. Kasper told that he was even sometimes thinking 

about how low he could go “If I have 3% left on the battery, 

I believe I can reach the grocery store and home, before I 

have to charge, but I would never do that if I had 3 km left 

of fuel in my tank”. The only real downside if Kasper should 

mention something, is when he has forgotten to plug the 

EV in the night before. However when it has happened he 

just works from home a couple of hours, while it is charged 

- so it’s not really a problem, and it has only happened 5 or 

6 times over the last 7 years.       

 

If you should give a good advice and reasons for other 

companies, what would those be? 

“If I were to give three good reasons for choosing EV as 

company cars, the first reason would be to tell them how 

great it feels to do something, being a part of the solution, 

instead of being a barrier for the developments, we help 

showing that companies are doing something too, to be a 

part of getting a more green infrastructure” says Kasper, 

and he didn’t say it to “polish his halo” they really are 

passionate about being a front figure for other companies. 

The second  reason is as so many other mentions, driving 

experience. Kasper mentions the calm and relaxing way of 

driving “it is so much more comfortable and silent – no 

needs for driving aggressively”, also Kasper told that the 

damages on their cars have decreased , “it’s hard to say if 

that is because they have switched or just have gotten older 

and more calm as a person, but we have decreased the 

damages significantly since changing to EVs”. 

Lastly Kasper mentions the economy, and this is also an 

important part of convincing people to do this switch. The 

technology is already so cheap, and will potentially get 

cheaper, or better, but the prices would stay the same? As 

earlier stated, KLSPurePrint saves on average 21% every 

year, since they have switched to EVs.

Profession: 

Printing and graphical cases 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

If KLS can save more CO2 somewhere, then they are working 

towards it 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Longer range 

Faster charging 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Less service costs 

2. Being first-movers 

3. Making customers satisfied 

Fleet: 

5 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

To and from work, and customer visits 
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HOFOR 

HOFOR shares a common wish to create more 

sustainable and pro-environmental solutions, for the 

company to lower their emissions and create less 

noise pollution at the same time. 

Today HOFOR has a fleet including 260 vehicles, 

thereof 38 are EVs (VW, Renault, Smart and Nissan). 

There is no doubt that HOFOR is working towards 

becoming more sustainable. HOFOR is willing to 

invest, but still there are some parameters where 

HOFOR can’t go green, both because of legislation 

and because of technical barriers regarding their 

needs.  

What are your needs to become all electric? 

5% of HOFOR’s fleet are trucks, and these aren’t yet a 

possibility to switch out, because of the lack of range, 

compared to their needs. Other than that, they need 

four-wheel drive, longer range on some of the 

models, a tow hitch, which needs to be able to tow 

3.000 kg. And then lastly a legislation which allows a 

total load at around 4.500 kg on regular vehicles. 

Going from fossil fuel to electricity - how was it? 

Up until now, the associates who drive EVs are highly 

positive. The comfort is again mentioned as one of 

the key-aspects of driving an electricity, but also the 

image, about how you are doing something good for 

the environment, not adding to the general emission, 

and noise pollution, and then the economy, 

compared to a conventional car is significantly lower.   

Of course, HOFOR has met some challenges, one of 

them being change in culture, how you used to drive 

compared to a calmer style of driving.  

Another issue is for those employees who live in 

apartments – As changing opportunities are limited 

and it takes time to charge the car with 230 volts in 1-

2 phases. 

  

Profession: 

Utility services 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Enhanced focus on pro-environmental behaviour 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Less service costs 

2. Better driving comfort 

3. Making customers satisfied 

Fleet: 

38 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Servicing, inspections and customer visits 
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AFA JCDecaux  

AFA JCDecaux oversees most of the operation and 

maintenance of commercial equipment, bus stop, 

windbreakers train stations etc. around Denmark, 

also in Copenhagen.  

AFA JCDecaux strives to become as CO2 neutral as 

possible, and they are doing very well by already 

being 100% CO2 neutral within their fleet in 

Copenhagen.  

What are your needs? 

AFA JCDecaux is great at finding solutions to their 

issues with range and mobility. Their needs are 

vehicles which could carry supplies and run electric 

power tools and have easy parking. 

Solutions for AFA JCDecaux were to invest in TRIPL’s, 

electrical cargo bikes, these could replace their 

electrical vehicles within the city and made it much 

easier for the employees who have between 100 and 

150 stops a day, in their 8-hour shift. 

TRIPL’s saves them their start/stop issues, idle time, 

comfort and it’s much easier to find parking spaces.  

What does the future hold - regarding green 

mobility? 

“We have expanded our TRIPL-fleet with 3 more 

vehicles in Aarhus, and when the need for more 

vehicles occurs, then we will take a look at the 

possibilities for investing in more EVs” says Tonny 

Pagter, QHSE Manager in AFA JCDecaux. 

What are the challenges with your investments? 

“We started out with cargo-bikes, which was a great 

way to get around in the city, and at the same time 

get some exercise done. The challenges with these 

were carrying 200L of demineralized water and tools 

– it was just too comprehensive, when the employees 

had to drive back and forth to refill their water tanks” 

says Tonny Pagter.  

After having switched to TRIPL’s the only real 

challenge is the weather, but when this is the only 

downside, it’s not that bad. 

What about your costs? 

Pro-environmental behaviour and sustainable 

transportation are something very important for 

Tonny Pagter and the rest of AFA JCDecaux.  

“We have had a 50% saving on our operation costs. 

Maintenance is cheaper on out TRIPL’s than on 

conventional vehicles, and then electricity is cheaper 

than fuels – it’s a no-brainer to not invest in EVs” says 

Tonny Pagter. 

What should be done from the Danish politicians to 

help with motivate people to invest in EVs? 

Framework conditions are different from our 

neighbouring countries, for instances in Berlin, here 

TRIPLs can park alongside buildings, like bikes. In 

London you can drive in the bus lanes, if Denmark 

wants to achieve their climate goals for 2025, 

Denmark should make long term solutions – not only 

keep talking about changes and their great ideas. 

 

  

Profession: 

Maintenance and services 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Keep enhancing focus on innovation and environment 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Saving on operation costs 

2. Being green 

3. Making customers satisfied 

Fleet: 

63 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Servicing and inspections city fixture 
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Metro Service 

“We really don’t like it, if we have to drive a fossil fuel 

car!” 

Metro Service operates and maintains the metro in 

Copenhagen, and the tram when it gets here.  

Metro Service has had the idea of going from 

conventional fossil fuel cars to EVs for a long time 

before they did make the change. When the 

development and supply of electrical vans became a 

possibility, Metro Service was able to realize their 

wish and invest in a more pro-environmental fleet. 

Metro Service was a part of the Capital Regions 

electrical vehicle-partnership, supported by DEA, a 

project where more than 500 EVs were distributed 

between private or public partners – today Metro 

Service’s fleet consists of 8 EVs out of 19 vehicles. 

What needs to be done before your fleet completely 

exists of EVs? 

Metro Service explains, “It’s both a matter of their 

existing cars, that need to be worn out and then the 

question of which EVs are on the market, that suit us. 

At this moment we miss, a larger type of van as the 

one available is too small”.  

 

 

How did you experience the transfer from 

conventional cars to EVs? 

Very positive! “The EVs drive better – as simple as 

that. Much less maintenance and a lot cheaper in 

everyday costs, comfort, and driving experiences 

together with the extra equipment as for instance 

heated steering wheels.” says Metro Service. Metro 

Service can charge their cars themselves by their own 

charging station besides their chargers from Clever. 

“We were part of an EV project, which made leasing 

very easy and transparent” says Metro Service. 

Biggest challenges with your transition? 

Metro Service only had miner challenges, not any real 

issues, “In the beginning the employees forgot to 

plug in to the charging stations and they had the 

battery-anxiety, how far can we go – those troubles 

are gone now”. 

What are the main drivers for the company to go 

the EV way? 

Metro Service’s main drivers, and top three are close 

to every other participant’s top drivers. 

1.Better economy, Metro Service experiences savings 

on owner tax, fuel, insurance and maintenance. 

2.Pro-environmental behaviour and responsibility. 

3.Driving comfort – “It’s better for our employees 

who use the cars.” 

Profession: 

Utility services 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Enhanced focus on pro-environmental behaviour 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Better economy (fuel savings, owners’ tax, insurance and 

maintenance) 

2. Enhanced responsibility 

3. Driving comfort 

Fleet: 

38 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Servicing, inspections and customer visits 
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3.3 Public organisations 
In the public organizations, the transition to green vehicles, has not always been that easy as it’s not 

necessarily the single organizations who makes the final decisions- those are often made above their heads. 

But the general feedback is that the public organisations are pleased with EVs.  

An issue in the municipality is of course the range, but even in Ringkøbing-Skjern, which is the biggest 

municipality in Denmark – they are still investing in EVs and have been driving EVs for years. 

 

It is exciting to experience how municipalities, with a large geographical scale, are so into EVs and sustainable 

power solutions in general. Ringkøbing-Skjern is setting their expectations high, and together with Skive, these 

and more municipalities in Jutland are acting pro-environmental, moving towards reaching their goals about 

becoming zero-emission municipalities.  
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Ringkøbing-Skjern Municipality

The municipality of Ringkøbing Skjern is a 

municipality where they have been focusing on green 

transportation and sustainable power solution for 

quite some time, but this doesn’t make them 

satisfied with what they’ve got. The municipality of 

Ringkøbing Skjern thrives towards being 100% 

sustainable in 2020 and complete fossil free in 2040. 

Their fleet consists of around 200 cars today, 

whereas 7 of these are EVs. 

 

How did you experience your transfer from fossil 

vehicles to EVs? 

Henning Donslund explains that “Of course we 

needed to get used to it, but an overall great 

experience – many found the technology interesting, 

even though you can get a conventional car with 

matching features as automatic gear shift and that 

you can use the car with your car keys in your 

pocket”.  

 

Then, what was your biggest challenge, if any? 

Henning starts out like many of the participants – 

range, “Our challenge is that the municipality is so big 

that we can’t drive from one end to another without 

charging” - their home care centre has 6 Nissan Leaf 

(2012 edition), which they are planning to switch to a 

newer and more efficient model. 

 

 

What does the future hold? 

Henning explains the municipality was a part of an 

EU-financed project called COBEN, which resulted in 

a Nissan Leaf 2.0, bought for their Energy Secretariat. 

The car is thought as an inspiration/promotion 

vehicle and should be tested by as many citizens as 

possible. Also, it should be used for competitions 

where citizens can win it for a weekend, or apply for 

the car, to use it for events etc. – “There are still 

some prejudices about EVs about range and safety 

which we need to prove wrong, and we found this as 

an alternative way to prove it”.  

The municipality hopes for their citizens to buy an EV 

for their next vehicle.  

In 2020, if the municipality wanted to reach their 

milestone to be fossil-free, they should have 1.500 

EVs to reach their Energy2020-strategy. “It’s 

ambitious, we know that, but we are still working 

towards reaching our 2020 goals”. 

 

What have EVs meant for the municipality? 

For the municipality of Ringkøbing Skjern, investing in 

7 EVs has meant 7 steps closer to a fossil free 

municipality, together with a greater reason to 

produce more sustainable electricity. No fossil fuels, 

other than a cleaner environment emission-vice, also 

means less noise pollution, no import of gas or diesel 

– and Ringkøbing Skjern wants to be able to keep 

calling themselves “Nature’s Empire” and of course 

prove that they are! 

If you should give others 3 good reasons to invest in 

an EV? 

1. We use energy from our own windmills and other 

local energy sources, but it’s worth it to think about 

that the more you drive, the greener you get. 

2. It’s a pleasure to step on the speeder, and it 

accelerates in a second – it’s fun to drive. 

3. Easy, quiet and the comfort is really something you 

learn to appreciate. 

 

 

Profession: 

Municipality 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Really enhanced focus on the environment, making projects 

like Energi2020 (Link).  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Exploiting surplus energy from local sources 

2. More fun to drive 

3. Quiet and more comfort 

Fleet: 

7 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Everyday duties and lending to citizens 

 

 

https://www.energi2020.dk/
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Odense Municipality 

Back in 2014 it was decided by the city council in the 

municipality of Odense to invest in EVs. In the elder 

care centre, they received a Renault Zoe (2015) with 

a range between 100 and 150 kilometres/charge. This 

makes sense in the home care centre, because they 

drive many kilometres, and the more you drive, the 

more you save. 

How about negatives? 

The municipality have had an additional cost at 

around 400.000 DKK more, than if they had chosen to 

continue driving diesel cars. The additional costs are 

not because the EVs are more expensive than the 

diesel cars, it is because of the chargers – these costs 

almost 400.000 DKK. This is the reason the 

municipality only puts up one charger at a time.  

How was your transition from conventional to EV? 

The overall experience in the municipality is great, “I 

don’t think anyone wants to go back to driving diesel 

cars again” says Kristina Rahbek. In a valuation made 

by the municipality, a 158 responded to a survey, 

explaining how they have felt using the EV, and if it 

could fulfil their needs. 11 leaders and 147 

employees in the home care centre have answered 

the questionnaire. 

83% felt like their needs were fulfil, and by using EVs 

they can achieve their goals for the day. The main 

reason for the negative answers was that the heat 

didn’t work when they needed it to, this was 9%. 

Within these 9% was also that the range during the 

winter months wasn’t good enough, and that the 

seats couldn’t be adjusted enough. 

Have you seen any environmental changes or 

behaviour? 

The evaluation showed that the municipality have 

had a CO2 reduction between 70-75% compared to 

their Citröen C3, this is an annual saving at around 

215 tons (for all their 100 EVs). This have extended 

and enhanced the interest in the municipality, and 

they are moving on with new EVs, and new ideas to 

lower their emission – focusing on sustainable power 

from wind and solar. 

The municipality has asked their citizen panel, and 

people have experienced the EVs in the streets, and 

are positive to the transition and are open for more 

green inputs 

 

 

  

Profession: 

Municipality 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Enhanced interest on powering their EVs with power from 

wind and solar 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Comfort 

2. Less local emissions 

3. Lower costs 

Fleet: 

100 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Home care visits 
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Energibyen Skive (Skive 

Municipality) 

The homecare centre consists of 15 – 20 employees 

(in district 6, which is in the city centre), they share 5 

EVs. The EVs are mostly used during the day, in the 

afternoon and evening only 2 or 3 of the cars are 

used, which makes the driving pattern different from 

car to car. 

How does the EVs fulfil your needs in the home care 

centre? 

In an evaluation of the use of EVs in the municipality 

of Skive, we found an interview with the employees 

in the home care centre, we found that their needs, 

when looking at range, that the EVs are fully capable 

of meeting these.  

In the evaluation the employees explain that the 

space in the EVs could be more, and some simply 

chooses not to use the EVs because they simply are 

too small, “It depends on your size, but for some it’s 

hard to get in and out, and for that reason some of 

our caretakers uses our Peugeot” says one of the 

employees in the evaluation. 

What are the EVs used for, and how had you 

experienced their battery capacity? 

The cars are used for visitations in people’s homes, 

and for this purpose the EVs are perfect. In the 

evaluation we found that the EVs don’t need to be 

charged other than when they are at the home care 

centre during the day, and then during the night. 

Therefor they have never had the need to charge in 

the city, and the charge infrastructure therefor 

doesn’t really matter to them. 

Have you experienced any troubles with your EVs? 

The troubles experienced are some of those which 

other people have experienced too – how the battery 

acts during the winter months. Together with that, 

we found that the heaters in their cars aren’t 

powerful enough to clear the windshields when you 

get in and out of the car several times. One even 

responded they have experienced ice on the inside of 

their windshield. Also, when driving with the heaters 

on, the range drops significantly – this is however not 

a problem for the home care centre, they are still 

able to do their job. In only one instance has an 

employee been in doubt if she could reach back to 

the home care centre. 

The EVs driving ability, during the winter, is other 

than declined range, good. This has surprised the 

employees a lot!  

 

  

Profession: 

Municipality 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Enhanced focus on power consumption  

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

Longer range 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

1. Driving ability during winter 

2. Less local emissions 

3. Lower costs 

Fleet: 

5 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Different from car to car. Only 2 or 3 are used for home care 

visits during the night 
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Den Sociale Virksomhed 

The Social Company, The Capital Region of Denmark 

is a company who specializes in 19 different offers 

within the social- and special education.  

Their daily work comprises housing- and day care, 

special education, activity and employment offerings, 

rehabilitation, shelters, crises centres and secured 

facilities for young people. 

 

What are the company’s daily needs? 

Caroline tells me that their administration needs to 

be able to drive between 100-400 km a day without 

charging. The reason for this is that, their offers for 

daily fieldstrips are within a range of 4-500km. 

This can be difficult in an EV, but in shorter fieldtrips 

it’s quite alright.  

“We need the cars to have a range between 400-600 

km. before we can switch the whole fleet to EVs” says 

Caroline – their biggest concern is to run out of 

power during a fieldtrip.  

 

Is there anything you miss from the regular cars? 

“Yes, you don’t have to worry about range and 

charging, but that’s about it”, Caroline also tells that 

it took some time to get used to driving an EV, “The 

users had some scepticism with converting to EVs and 

archive confidentiality driving and using the 

chargers”.  

The Social Company was first-movers on getting EVs, 

and this raised a bit of scepticism as well, because the 

first cars only had a range at around 120 km back 

then.  

 

What about today? 

Today the company has approximately 15 divided to 

Nissan Leaf’s, Nissan e-NV2000 and Renault Zoe.  

They have an average range at around 25.000 

km/year, and there is even one of their associates 

who has invested in an Kia Niro PHEV for private use 

to go more pro-environmental. 

 

Overall, what has your EVs contributed to the 

company? 

“Pure continues” says Caroline, and gives her top 3 

over what the company and their associates have 

gained from switching to EVs. 

“1. You should know it’s much easier to drive an EV 

than you think, don’t be afraid. 2. The comfort is 

great, silence and smooth driving. 3. Silence! And as 

an add-on, we contribute to green mobility and 

operation” Caroline ends. 

  

 

Profession: 

Social -and social psychiatry sector 

Change of behaviour and attitude:  

Enhanced focus on power consumptions 

Needs for improvement of EV conditions: 

More public chargers 

Top 3 best things about owning an EV: 

4. Better driving experience 

5. Better conscience 

6. Lower costs 

Fleet: 

15 EVs 

Driving patterns: 

Home care visits 
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Conclusions from experienced EV users 

From interviewing private households, it can be concluded that going from a fossil fuel vehicle to an EV has 

changed more than just their driving experience. There is an indicator that people in private households have 

experienced an increased interest in pro-environmental behaviour, choosing a meat-free day, sorting their 

trash more thoroughly, turning off the lights when they leave a room, things that for some people comes 

naturally, but for others might need a push in the right direction.  

Another thing is the recurrent topic of this report; the EV owners agree that Denmark needs more 

comprehensive and long-term incentives to be able to convince vehicle owners that EVs are safe to invest in. In 

generally the interviewees are more interested in having long term policies in place, than help lessen the 

economic impact of choosing and EV, than what kind of policies they are. 

Many of the points drawn from interviewing private households, were the same with companies and public 

associations had. However, the companies had another focus point about strengthening their brand and 

positioning themselves in new ways by promoting their e-mobility in professional operations. This tactical 

investment did not just come from pure CRS perspectives, it came from environmental interests like seen from 

the interviews with private households. 

Public organisations were those who explained how "getting used to" driving an EV took some time, but after a 

short period, they had experienced a better driving experience among their employees. This, together with 

keeping the maintenance costs down, is something all the interviewed companies, public associations and 

private households agreed upon and are more than satisfied with. an additional benefit was the overall 

comfort of driving an EV compared to an ICEV, e.g. in terms of noise and acceleration. 

Therefore, one can conclude that more political goodwill and more long-term incentives are what the 

interviewed states as the best solution to expanding the market for EVs in Denmark – It can be noted that none 

of the interviewed wanted to go back to ICEV; as they believe the added values and benefits from driving an EV 

are too many. 
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Final conclusions 
The purpose of the project is to determine the different framework conditions in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 

Germany and The Netherlands - to see what the attitude towards EV incentives is and locate, the best practice 

differences and use it to learn how to best reform the Danish market. 

Framework conditions differ  

It can be concluded that all the participatory countries believe in long-term solutions, and that these kind of 

policies will benefit the EV transition the most, an area where especially Denmark is lacking, something the 

Danish NGOs also agree on - therefore the politicians should have more interest in expanding the market for 

EVs, as analysed by providing long-term solutions. 

 

As of writhing, Danish politicians are only making short-term legislation, on a yearly basis. This has resulted in 

confusions not only for the car importer and -dealers, but for the end-users as well. Confusion about the 

extent, in time and resources related to an EV incentive is, according to several of the NGOs, one of the main 

obstacles for EV uptake. 

The countries are using different strategies, but one thing they have in common is using the economic incentive 

quantitatively. Denmark has eight economic incentives, which make them, together with Sweden the country 

with the second most economic incentives. Norway has the most economic incentives (9) – and an EV uptake 

second to none in the world. And as already stated, Norway and Sweden’s policies are long term and therefore 

more effective. 

For the participatory countries, infrastructure and smart-charging are on the top of their priority list. NGOs 

believe it should be easy to choose EVs over ICEVs. As it is right now, roaming isn’t good enough, as you need 

different memberships to use the charging infrastructure throughout the different countries. Enough charging 

infrastructure is also a challenge, as The Netherlands states - they already have more than 40,000 public 

chargers, but still believes that the number is insufficient, to future demands. The Norwegian EV association, 

Elbil Norge, has made a card and an app where you can charge on charging infrastructure from all the different 

suppliers, no matter the provider. However, this is only a national solution, and you need a membership to 

achieve this privilege. The Danish EV owner association, FDEL, asks for a common solution, for roaming, on a 

transnational scale. 

Easy, manageable long-term solutions, well-adjusted regulation together with economic incentives are what 

the NGOs believe would benefit the transition to electric cars the most. 

Questionnaire analysis shows 

There are two main aspects from the survey, which could interfere or affect lawmakers and could lead to a 

misguided implementation of EV policies not favouring the promotion of e-mobility.  

One challenge is the number of respondents that chose to answer “don't know” or “neither/nor” emphasising 

the potential for a communication campaign to increase the awareness of the properties and benefits of an EV. 

Secondly the respondents could be mixed between people knowing and guessing to certain answers that could 

lead to results on a doubtful or uncertain basis to conclude from. 

Further confusion could be caused by news articles or social media, on a wrongful data basis discussing the 

wear and tear of the battery and by how much cold weather affects battery efficiency. 

However, the idea of an EV, as a replacement or supplement to a household with one or more cars driven on 

fossil propellants, has received a generally positive attitude among the respondents. 
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Experiences from EV users 

Knowledge gained from interviewing experienced EV users, is that the transition from an ICEV to an EV has 

changed more than just their driving experience. The interviews of people in private households seem to have 

experienced an increased interest in pro-environmental behaviour, choosing climate friendly alternatives, 

things that for some people comes naturally, but where others might need a push in the right direction.  

Concluding remarks 

The message is to make it more profitable to drive EVs and promote how vehicle owners will save money in the 

long run, when comparing an EV to an ICEV. In short, it should be communicated that the more you drive, the 

more you save, in cost and CO2 and the greener you become.
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Appendix - Selection of results from the MEGAFON questionnaire 
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